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We assumed they were weak.
We assumed they were broken.
We could not have been more wrong.
Gerald Bunois, Chief of Espionage for the Empereur of Montaigne
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“It stretches the length of the front, you ridiculous man!” He
removed his hat and pointed out the open tentflap. “All the
more reason to doubt its strength. The Castillians cannot
possibly hold the entire length of that wall; we must simply
find the weakest link in the chain, and strike there.”

“Sir, please,” the lieutenant tried one final time. “We’ve
taken most of the peninsula. A strategic retreat might-”
“You’re relieved,” du Toille barked. “We will not retreat.
We are Montaigne! The world is ours! Am I clear?”
The remainder of the officers nodded.
“Good. Send in the scouts.”

amed at his c r i n p g
ner retreat from this rabble than I
infant king!”
a
had yet to stream across the
ge beyond could be clearly seen.
s of Rancho Zepeda, just out of
stood an engineering marvel the
Montaigne army had had seen horizon, dotted with dozens of
of sc)ldiers waiting for fresh targets.

ed

sir” nnp nf tt

.

“It is a bluff, nothing
his forehead and

it had appeared, the general’s moods
gan again, “the hardpoints are solid
atis between them look impenetrable.
e circumvented or -”
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On the other side of the field, atop the wall that had taxed
the limits of his people’s engineering, General Don Jose
Rioja de Montoya del Castillo watched the Montaigne
scouts slowly probe for position. For weeks, he had played
a dangerous game with the invaders: striking, retreating,
striking again. He had been cut of from the capital and
driven like a hunted fox to the southern end of Rancho
Zepeda. But he had survived. His army had avoided the
devastating onslaught of General du Toille and remained
intact throughout the campaign. Now, all of that was about
to pay off. He smiled grimly.
“Montegue isn’t here to help you any more. Your war stops
here.”
He turned to his own lieutenant, who stood behind him at
attention. “It won’t be long now. Three hours, four at the
most. Tell the men to be ready - and tell them that the
butcher of San Juan commands the enemy.”
The officer nodded, and turned to go. Before he did,
Montoya caught the gleam of hatred in the young man’s
eye. Every soldier on the wall had heard what happened in
San Juan. Montoya wanted them to remember that when
the battle began.
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Three hours later, with little sleep and less determination,
the Montaigne army mobilized. Lines of cannon came forth,
dragged behind rows of sturdy pack-horses, and prepared
for the siege. Ranks of soldiers - mounted and on foot drew up at several spots along the wall. Only a few of these
areas were potential targets. The rest were kill-zones, where
the youngest and least skilled were posted.
Du Toille stood just behind the line, watching them
advance. The wall seemed sound, but scouts reported a
central spot where the cannons were fewer. With numbers
on his side, he could press them on all sides, then send his
best men to overpower the weak point. He smiled in
anticipation and raised his handkerchief above his head.
“Begin the attack!”
Spreading out across the fields before La Muralla al Ultimo
like a wave of wild boars, the bulk of the Montaigne troops
surged forward. The cannons on the wall exploded into fire,
only to be answered by the Montaigne artillery to the rear.
Great spouts of earth flew up and men screamed and died.
But the Montaigne pressed forward, new soldiers replacing
the fallen. The fire from the wall was fearsome, but the
invaders advanced steadily.

“Too thin... you’re spread too thin...” he
would you attack me on so many points..
The crack of musket fire
Montaigne had reached
them fall to Castillian sharpshooters.
there weren’t enough surviving Montaigne to breach the
wall. He listened as sharpsho
grisly work, halting the adv
All along the line...
“He’s going to make a push!” he
engaged us all along the line, so
breach!” He turned to the ne
gunner who worked the ne
“Tell them to watch for a spe
word - he’s going to try t
“

V

forward. The entire
advance. Excellent.

General Montoya observed the battlefield, watching his
cannon tear into the enemy. The artillery crews did their
work well, aiming their grapeshot at the thickest clusters of
troops. The Montaigne fell left and right, scattering the
battlefield like dolls on some monstrous playground. Even
so, the line moved steadily forward, and the Montaigne
grew closer to his defense.
“You’ve spread your men thin, du Toille,” he whispered to
himself. “Why? You’re not so mad as to think you can
overpower me ...” He scanned the field, willing himself to
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He let the handke
signal for the Musketeers to attack.

A single regiment of
segment of the wall. The tabards
the Sun King emblazoned
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swiveled to cover their approach, and
ps turned to support them. Castillians

"Get back to the wall, you coward!" he shouted. The soldier
ignored him and kept running. Du Toille howled in
impotent fury as his army continued to drop away.

The cheers of the Castilian army echoed upon the ramparts
of the Last Wall for days. For the first time since the
Montaigne invasion, the people of Castille had something to
celebrate.
They had staved off the inevitable.
e slow rumble of cannon seemed to

on that fired. The sound
ers. As he watched wide-eyed,
und them. The narrow
ded with craters, and the
ster dropped in the heart of the
ev fell away from it in bloody
noke masked the sight of
y &om the wall. The musket

amed
__ . as his forces fled past him. Wave
taigne troops flew by, most dusty and
cers tried to establish order, but
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soldier on the ear.

When one speaks of passion in ThCah, of loyalty, of fierce
dedication beyond the call of duty, one inevitably speaks of
Castille. Castillians live life to the fullest, taking every
experience as if it were their last. It is the foundation of the
Vaticine Church and has been its capital for six hundred
years. It houses the greatest universities in the world,
spearheading scientific advancement. While other Th6ans
see them as cold and distrustful, their hearts beat strong and
proud. They are the epitome of devotion, the
personification of life.
At its heart, Castille cherishes nothing so much as tradition.
Its long history of foreign occupation, religious strife, and
political upheaval has taught it to upon its rich cultural
identity and strong heritage to survive. Even when things
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are at their worst, Castillians practice siesta, attend mass,
and entertain extended family. These are the things that
make Castille unique. But Castille is a nation divided.
Divided by invasion, divided by hatred, divided by fear.
The Montaigne have swept through the western peninsula,
claiming nearly all of it as their own. Two-fifths of the
nation’s populace is once again witnessing their way of life
challenged by a foreign power.

templates that are ready to play.

So if you are ready to embrace life to th
page and begin yo
Thkah, where faith
gold.

The Church is suffering internal turmoil as well. With the
Hierophant dead and the Cardinals missing, the Vaticine
religion suffers a power vacuum that is being slowly filled
by the Inquisition, an unyielding force that threatens many
of the disciplines that Castille holds dear. Scholarly pursuits
- for which Castille has become known across ThCah - are
being classified “heretical” and stifled or snuffed out.
Knowledge and enlightenment are slowly being replaced by
ignorance and fear. Combined with the Montaigne
invasion, the Inquisition has tested this country’s proud
heart as none before it.
Castille is a nation torn asunder, but her people have over
two thousand years of folklore and regiment to fall back on.
Their entire culture is centered around the premise that it is
their culture, free of interference from foreigners or tyrants.
Now, war threatens that careful balance, and it is uncertain
how much, if anythmg, they will retain. But they keep
fighting with strength and determination, and with the
absolute faith that Theus will see them through. As the
Montaigne have learned, that’s harder to destroy than it
looks.

This book is organized into five chapters. We’ll start with
Castille and look at the families and places that make up
the nation, as well as its culture, government, economics,
and present state. In Hero, we’ll look at some of the
nation’s most important people, including NPCs from the
nobility, military, and elsewhere. Drama gives you new
mechanics and additional rules for making Castillian heroes,
and introduces a new style of sorcery: EL Fuego Adentro.
Brotherhood discusses the finer points of roleplaying a
Castillian, and presents a section which is for GMs only, and
contains many secrets that players will not want to read.
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Defenses had been reinforced all along the Great River new barricades had been erected, Vaticine guard details
had been doubled, and each of Castille’s cities and towns
along the waterway had been fortified.
Which made the surprise assault upon Rancho Ochoa all
the more difficult to accept. From all indications, the attack
had come fiom within the palace itself - an impossibility. As
the northernmost family of the Castillian government, the
Ochoas were the most vulnerable, and their lands were
patrolled accordingly. How could one hundred and fifty
mounted troops - openly wearing the sun of the Montaigne
army -have possibly slipped through...?
e vaulted across a low wall and into the
mino, mere minutes ahead of the
steed was young, scarcely trained,
ch treatment, but it couldn’t be

f nowhere, emerging from the

e halls of the Ochoa Palace,

The messenger narrowly dodged a Castillian craftsman,
whose face was already tight with alarm, and plunged into
the city’s narrow side-streets on a bee-line for the nearest
guard tower. If he could reach the city’s warning bells in
time, perhaps the Montaigne troops on his heels could be
deflected.
Skirting the ramp to the northern wall, he bent low over his
steed’s mane, trying to will the beast forward. Below him
could be seen the glimmering roofs of Barcino’s houses and
shops, and endless rows of docks that seemed to fall into the
Frothing Sea...

...where a Montaigne fleet bore down upon the idle port,
el Ontiveros, was safe,
ay from the sudden march

ignoring the warships moored around Barcino’s
northwestern hub. Behind and among the invading galleons
were the flaming, partly submerged wrecks of several other
Castillian ships, their crews scrambling for lifeboats or
swimming back to shore.
Why weren’t the city’s defenders fighting back? Where were
the troops that had garrisoned Barcino just a week ago?

er screamed as he entered Barcino’s

d an invasion from the heathen
d his Port&wieldmg dogs, in retaliation for the
n his capital city of Charouse.
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Before the messenger could ponder this any further, the
high bridge was rocked by nine hundred pounds of shot.
The guard tower in front of him crumbled and collapsed
into the river, showering mist on both sides and temporarily
obscuring the messenger’s vision. When it fell, it was clear...
Tomorrow a foreign sun would rise over Barcino.
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other foreigners, a trend that
the region’s history.

ed t

AUC 228-268: The First Invasion
The first invasion by a foreign power
Republic spread its

southern coastline.

“History is written by the victorious, studied by the defeated, and
forgotten by the rebellious.”
- Captain AUende
The history of Castille is complicated in that - until recent
times - it was not written by Castillians. Much of the history
of Castille, known as “Castillo” (Kah-stee-yo)in the native
language, has been written by the societies that invaded and
occupied it over the centuries. Castille is a living testament
to the impact of these ancient cultures upon the face of
Thcah.

dispatched to escort Acragan trade
and some were even loaned to A
garrison protection.

flourished. With the advanced

Ussura now reside.

Ancient History
Acraga: The Early Ages
Early in Thcah’s history, the region that eventually become
Castille was called Acraga, and was populated by seminomadic hunter-gatherer tribes. They lived primarily as
game hunters, cattle and sheep herders, fishermen, and wild
fruit and vegetable gatherers. They dwelt in the forests
south of the River, and along the fertile banks of the Rio de
Delia and Rio de Dios. Coastal settlements were also
common, especially along the beaches of La Boca de Cielo,
and the southeastern peninsula facing Vodacce, where trade
relations prospered with merchants of the cultures that
would become the Old Republic. Because there were few
natural barriers, the people mingled freely with traders and
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seize the fertile trade

wanted the ore to arm their own milit
for three-quarters of a century.
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he Numan preparations were
craga (dthe way to the river

e remainder of Acraga, securing one
eir time with the
how valuable the
farmlands were ripe and wellduced enormous

known as Puerto de

Castillus and his family

Numa established the administrative, commercial and
architectural models that post-war Acraga relied upon.
Their influence remains today, though much has been
changed to accommodate modern dynamics. Architecture,
in particular, has evolved through the ages, affected by the
many cultures that have invaded and occupied the basin;
see page 46. Numa also started the educational, literary, and
artistic developments that the Castillians would one day
perfect.
The Republic established roads across Acraga, and built
mighty cities (both new and old) to house her people,
including Acraga Nova (its name would change to Barcino
after the fall of the Western Empire) and the modern-day
cities of Tarago and San Augustin.
But for every advancement and gft the Numans offered,
they stole something in return. They stole Acraga’s ore,
stripped its land, and subjugated its people. Republic
citizens had rights in Acraga that the natives couldn’t
exercise, and all important decisions were made by the
Castillus family or their masters in Numa. They set the
pattern of exploitation that would plague the area for
centuries to come, and instilled the first threads of foreign
hatred w i t h the hearts of the natives.
Perhaps the biggest blow came in the mid 700s AUC, when
one of Caius Castillus’ descendants arrived from Numa with
a strange new gfk sorcery. The natives called it El Fwgo
Adentro - “The Fire Within” - for it gave its practitioners the
ability to draw fire from within their souls. The art spread
through the Castillus bloodline, aiding them in their
subjugation of the people. Eventually, through marriage and
inter-breeding, the natives learned to practice fire magic as
well. But it always remained in the hands of the nobility,
used to maintain their rule over the unruly province.
The diverse political divisions set in place by the invaders
offered the Acragan natives a unique opportunity, however.
With so many small communities spread across the region,
it was easy for the Acragans to mount guerrilla resistance
which lasted until the Numan system collapsed in AV 297.
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AV 98-297: The Western Empire
Early during this period, Acraga endured a political
revolution. It became painfully obvious that Imperial
authority was being compromised by the enormous number
of territories they controlled, as well as the vast distance
between them, so many regions to the west (including
Acraga) were granted semi-autonomy and dubbed the
Western Empire.

An Imperator was placed in charge of the Western Empire,
whose political capital was situated in the Numan-bdt city
of San Cristobal. For two hundred years, Acraga benefited
from the Empire’s support without suffering the pains of
direct interference from their rulers. The individual
provinces were allowed to develop on their own, and even
the Acragan language was reconciled with that of the
Numans, developing into several variant dialects that the
Acragans now shared with the rest of ThCah.

Due to this slow alienation, the fall of
not as traumatic for Acraga as it could
invaders sacked Numa and brought
down in flames, the Western Empire
path... and Castille was born.

AV 297-312: The First Kings Of
The violent fall of Numa allowed the
name had slowly changed from Castillus
position, and semi-peacefdy
other kingdoms. In 299, JosC
the first King of a united Castille. The form
remaining provinces were granted adminis
own lands in exchange for their fealty to the
bestowed the noble title of Gubenador, or “g
The Castillo monarchy a
and promoted advances in the

J
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s time, the majority of the
om the those Gubenadores that
Hierro). Castille also made early trade
e Empire of the Crescent Moon, a union
antageous for both sides.

most modern Castillians see the gradual dissolution of their
ancestors’ lifestyle as an unforgivable betrayal. For the
second time in their history, Castillians were forced to
sacrifice their own way of life for those of outsiders.

The Second Prophet and the First Crusades

;The

Second Invasion
rescent Moon offered

new architectural
allowed Crescents to
outhwestern coast of
primary ports of call that remain
orantine Empire, the
Larleman, and even the creation of
nt invaders” (as historians
ht with them new advances
auurgy, alchemy, mathematics,
versions of the teachings of the
er Crescent guidance, Castille enjoyed
d years of peace and prosperity.
ldest daughter of the
aria - was named both the
tiUe and Caliph of the Empire of
ous Caliph, Alomo’s uncle
Caliphate, had died shortly after
e vast distance between the two
bolic than practical. The
rantine also limited Alomo’s power,
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Many Caslillians resented Crescent presence on their soil
and wished to lash out. They found their chance in 306
when the Second Prophet was killed within the Empire of
the Crescent Moon. The nation of Vodacce (then at the
forefront of anti-Crescent sentiment and looking for an
excuse to seize their resources) called for war against the
Crescents, offering angry Castillians a chance for blood.
The First Crusades were another protracted war, consuming
countless lives and untold resources before they ground to
a halt. But none of the fighting occurred in Castilian
territory: most of it took place on the Vodacce-Crescent
border, and see-sawed back and forth for years. The war
created a schism in the ruling lines and the symbolic
unification of the two nations could not survive the strain of
the Crusades. Alomo’s son was forced to abdicate rule of
the Crescent Empire to a distant cousin, one who had never
left the Empire of the Crescent Moon.
Still, the Crescent-Castille alliance survived. Many of the
most vocal and active enemies of the Castille-Crescent
alliance died in the conflict, leaving more moderate voices
to take their place. Alomo’s rise was a direct result of these
moderate voices; were it not for the Crusades, the alliance
he symbolized might never have lasted as long as it did.
Trade with the Crescents continued throughout the
Crusades and the Castillian remained on friendly terms
with the distant Empire for the next seven centuries. The
alliance afforded Castille relative prosperity, which allowed
them to weather the Dark Ages well. The Church provided
a haven from barbarian raids, the White Plague, and other
dangers which destroyed so many other areas of ThCah. By
the time the Third Prophet arrived, Castillian civilization
was one of the most sophisticated in the world.
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AV 1000: The Third Prophet
Even today, Castillians speak pridefully of the blessed
emergence of the Third Prophet in their nation. In AV 1000,
the Third Prophet appeared, performing miracles in the
northern regions of Castille. But the Vaticine Hierophant
was at first very apprehensive about accepting him without
some proof of his divinity. Hearing this, the Third Prophet
invited the Hierophant to accompany him on a pilgrimage
to La Sierra de Hierro. There, he led the Hierophant
directly to a hidden cave, which contained a huge spiraling
jet of white flame rising from a crack in the floor. He then
knelt in quiet meditation for three days. At dawn of the
third day, he placed his hand within the pillars of fire, which
suddenly turned white.

“The Flames of Theus burn bright,” he said, “but cannot
harm those who obey His word.”

from Castille.
The Second Crusades had begun.

AV 1002-1011: The Second Crusa

Prophet and his convert Hierophant we

the King (and their own heritage),

The Hierophant, convinced that only one of the Prophets
would have such power, accepted him for what he claimed
to be. Castillians rejoiced as word spread that the Third
Prophet was of their blood; the event strengthened both the
renown of their throne and their shared heritage with the
Empire of the Crescent Moon, home of the previous
Prophet. The Chamber of El Fuego Sugrudo (The Holy
Flame), as the cavern came to be known, is now one of the
most scared sites in Castille.
But trouble brewed on the horizon. In the years that
followed, the Third Prophet began to speak out against the
decadent influence of the Empire of the Crescent Moon
upon Castille. He preached that the Castillians had lost their
identity, and allowed themselves to be culturally fooled by
a power that had lost its connection with the true faith. This
incited dissension within communities where the Crescent
Empire’s influence was prominent, and many rejected the
Third Prophet’s divinity. Religious division in Castille
bloomed into civil unrest.
Open conflict erupted in the Spring of 1002, when a
Vaticine bishop was murdered by a mob of Crescents in the
port city of Malaca. Within days, the Third Prophet
declared that anyone who rejected his teachings or claimed
fealty to the Empire of the Crescent Moon would be
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re already drawn, and many
d be fighting against their
King, for his part,
d the heritage that
hesitate to side with the

forgiven by bathing in the holy flames of El Fuego Sagrado.
Many were purified, stripped of their sorcerous blood by
the fires, their place in heaven assured. Soon, few Castillians
carried any trace of the ancient noble blood. Those who did
were branded heretics and fled to the wilds of Rancho
Gallegos.

made war upon each

While El Fin de Ciclo ended the war on Castillian soil, the
Crescents were not so lucky. The
crusades continued on the border
of their desert land as faithful
Vaticines fought to purge the
world of the infidels forever. The
conflict there wouldn’t truly end
until the death of the Poor
Knights nearly three centuries
later (see the Players’ Guide or the
Knights of the Rose and Cross
sourcebook for more details).

AV 1011-1100: The Dons of
Castille
In the wake of the Crusades,

rophet. To them, the
Prophet offered sainthood, but
they gave their lives
ad been declared a heresy of the
to his Church. Sorce
at could only be purged and
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many vassals acquired land and
title from the nation’s former
sorcerers. These vassals sought to
establish a new monarchy with a
strong link to the church. In a
peaceful assembly in the historic
capital of San Cristobal, the
Hierophant listened to claims for
the new throne. A monarch was
chosen from the nobility, and in
1014, Ramon Sandoval - a
famous warrior of the Second
Crusades - was crowned High
King of Castille. His first act was
to reestablish the noble class.
Overnight, peasantry who had distinguished themselves
during the Crusade were granted the title of Don (literally,
“sir”).

1

...
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The nation was then divided into new ranchos, each
bearing the name of the r u h g Don’s family. The lands
directly governed by the High King remained around the
ancient capital of San Cristobal. h o s t immediately upon
taking his title, Don Ramon Sandoval offered a portion of
his estate along the Rio De Dios in Central Castille to the
Church, and dedicated his resources to the construction of
a new Vaticine City.
The first building erected was the Great Cathedral of the
Prophets, home to the Third Prophet until his death in 1030.
Castille continued to re-build all that had been destroyed
during the Crusade, expandmg beyond the city’s original
bounds. Much of what the Crescents built in the south of
the nation was left untouched. Common sense dictated that
-although the Crescents were branded heretics, their
mighty contributions to the grandeur of Castille would
remain. As the Third Prophet was fond of saying, “It is
simply easier and more reasoned to maintain what is than
to build what is not”

AV 1012-1019: The Hieros Wars
Within a year after the Second Crusades ended, the balance
of power within the Vaticine Church began to shift. As the
base of the Third Prophet’s power, Castille enjoyed
preferential treatment from his Church. More and more
Cardinals, Dioceses, and other Church positions were fiied
with Castillians. The traditional home of the Church,
Vodacce, saw its power decline as its representatives were
passed over time and again for promotion. Tensions
between the two escalated to an all-time high and fmally
exploded when the Third Prophet declared that Castille
would be the new home of the Vaticine faith.
Hostilities began within days. The High King of Castille
required little convincing to join the army of the new
Castillian Hierophant (chosen days before by the Third
Prophet), and both set out to crush the now-heretical
Vodacce church. For the next seven years, Castillians fought
eastward, eventually defeating the Vodacce forces. The
HierophanG in his benevolence, allowed the Vodacce to
keep their two Arch-Dioceses, but only to protect the
religious integrity of his second-largest constihency. But the
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war left a wound in
healed.
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The consolidation of
a secure power base for the next four
believe that this is why Castille has come
young nation. Others claim th
false sense of secur
invasion would h

AV 1386: The Return of
Throughout the Dark Ages,
terrible threat of the White
disease ran rampant across
one-third of the populace before r
to the Church, Castille was spare
plague. Vaticine officials ordered the
towns, had the bodies burned
horrors as much as they could. B
Plague had diminished and
was over.
,. .

district and quickly e

party of volunteers was sent
removing the San
infected.
They arrived too late. The
bedchamber, his skeletal face spatte
and sons were scattered throkgho
where they had
them. The servan
long ago. The rats had moved into
volunteers remained until the
burned the bodies and retreated to
The disease never escaped San Cris
had been done. Without a my

1

struck down by the disease.
epped forward to claim the throne,
clear mandate. While the Church
aunched into a brief but fierce flurry
g for the right to claim the throne. Four
t in three days and a few candidates even

ar revolt and unwilling to

AV 1400s: The Age of Exploration
Throughout the fourteenth century, Castillians realized that
they had spent most of their existence looking inward. The
High Kings took a renewed interest in international affairs
and established political dialogues with the other Vaticine
states. The Church even found room for expansion of the
Prophet’s teachings, and sent missionaries to the uncharted
lands of Ussura and the Vesten territories.
But the grandest event of this age was the royal sponsorship
of Cristobal Gallegos, a highly skilled ocean navigator who
claimed that -if there was another part of ThCah beyond
the horizon - he would be the first to discover it, and claim
it in the names of Castille and the Church. He also
promised to be the first person to circumnavigate the globe.
Both the High King and the Hierophant died before seeing
if he was right, however. After leaving his home port of San
Cristobal in the early fifteenth century, Gallegos was never

s claim, for without the
not govern effectively. The
running the government, issuing
as a king would do. The Dons
u Rachetisse, and the courts and

a goodwill mission to distant
astille. His ties to the
Rachetisse’s and he

ever explained, but it
three centuries. The
aaurtlly recovered from the blow and
unquestioned authority.
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heard from again: he vanished somewhere in the vast
western seas beyond the Syrneth Isles.
Many expeditions have searched for the missing explorer,
but no clues as to his fate were ever recovered. Those ships
that ventured too far west disappeared as well, while the
remainder returned to port empty-handed. Some suggested
that Gallegos was destroyed by the Corridors of Flame as
he circled the globe. Others believed that he had found
some savage new frontier which claimed him.Still others
maintained that he had never left the continent at all and
retired in seclusion after bilking the Crown of “support
money” (though this doesn’t explain the subsequent vessels
which disappeared). Regardless of his fate, the point was
moot. After Gallegos’ failure, Castille’s interest in
exploration waned. ThCan pursuit in archaeology and
cartography would not resume until the establishment of
the Explorer’s Society in 1598. As far as the world is
concerned, Cristobal Gallegos was either a victim of his
own daring or the greatest swindler in history.

Recent Events

The Treaty of Weissbe

the north. Parcels of
Castille and Vodac
feels that their trac
command and has never paid
attended only by
Ambassador.
More on the War of
sourcebook.

AV 1659: The D
Armada
crh
In the summer of 1 if;
L
ships of varying classes and siz

AV 1636-1666: The War Of The Cross
In 1517, Objectionism was created from the relentless
questioning of Matthias Lieber. As the seat of Vaticine

Orduiio, an advisor of the Hi
a day at sea. Their objective w

power, Castille reacted to the new faith with considerable
alarm. Objectionism was banned within Castille’s borders,
and numerous practitioners were burned at the stake. But
the could not prevent its spread to the rest of ThCah and in
less than a century, Objectionism had become a fierce rival
of Vaticine teachings.

Vaticine Church.

The two faiths came to blows in 1636 with the War of the
Cross. Though fought entirely in Eisen, the war held
considerable interest for Castille, who saw it as an important
test of the Vaticine faith. Countless Castillians joined the
fighting on the side of the Church of the Prophets and
participated in the increasingly bloody battles. Even so, the
nation as a whole remained neutral until the last few months
of the war. By then, Eisen had been crippled by the bloody
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be smooth and that Javier’s coronation would mark a new
era of prosperity for Castille.
Then something went wrong. Javier disappeared horn his
chambers one night, vanishing without a trace. An extensive
search failed to turn up the heir, and though rumors
abounded, no one could say what had happened to the
prince of why. A short time later, High King Salvador
Aldana de Sandoval died, consumed by ailments that had
plagued him for a decade. In the spring of 1665,Javier’s
younger brother, the thirteen-year-old Prince Salvador
Bejarano de Sandoval, was crowned High King of Castille.
He is the youngest King his country has ever known, and
many fear that his inexperience will usher in the worst era
of Castillian history yet. But so far, his many decrees have
been resolute and confident, though rather transparently
biased toward the Church, a condition attributed to his
dependence upon El Concilio de Razon (the Council of
Reason, the King’s personal body of Church advisors) and
their plentifd advice.
More about Prince Javier’s fate can be found in the Pirate
Nations sourcebook.

The Montaigne Invasion
In 1664, King E o n of Montaigne openly declared that he
was a sorcerer, and that his nation would shelter other
sorcerers from the Church‘s oppression. Two years later, the
Inquisition raised a small army - formed mostly of
Castillians - to arrest the heretical ruler. The Church forces
easily diverted the mighty Montaigne army and entered
Charouse with a minimum of bloodshed, but were stopped
at the King’s gates in the battle later known as Montegue’s
Stand (see the Montaigne sourcebook for more details).
Emboldened by the Church‘s failure, Ikon proclaimed
himself Empereur and ordered the recently promoted
General Montegue to “fiee Castille from Vaticine tyranny.”
Thus began Montaigne’s invasion, and a new age of
subjugation for the people of Castille.
The Castillian army was completely unprepared for the
Montaigne onslaught, and Montegue’s task was made easier
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by an early betrayal within Castile itself. In the spring of
1667, the traitorous Don Marco Ontiveros del Ochoa
opened the vital port of Barcino to Montaigne ships
commanded by General Franqois du Toille. The invaders
met little resistance, and quickly secured the city in the
name of the Empereur.
With du Toille holding the flank, Montegue launched a
huge assault across the River. Throughout Rancho Torres
and most of Rancho Zepeda, cities, port towns, and villages
were seized with ease, allowing the bulk of the Montaigne
forces to continue in their southern push while a secondary
line reinforced their newly-acquired holdings. Rancho
Torres received the worst blow, its reigning family losing
everything to the invaders. Every night, the Castillian army
could be heard across the farmlands, building defensive
perimeters, only to be overrun the following morning. The
commanding Castillian General, Jose Rioja del Montoya,
was quickly cut off from San Cristobal and fell back to
Rancho Zepeda.
With the main Castillian force cut off, Montegue turned the
bulk of his forces east towards Rancho Aldana. El Rio de
Delia was ringed with fortresses - the finest in ThCah - and
Montegue hoped to overpower them before reinforcements
could arrive. Leaving General du Toille the task of
subduing Rancho Zepeda, he marched resolutely towards
Aldana.

With only two days to prepare
Determination and

sigmfkant advantage.
Furious with his

by the sound of Montaigne artill
lasted for two full days.
When the smoke cleare

Toille quickly put his engineers
facilities, and established a garriso
ordered San Juan’s remaining
their fallen when he

black smoke rose ab
unforgivable warning

The Battle of San Juan

La Reina del Mar

Moving swiftly, du Toille’s forces advanced on the peaceful
town of San Juan, which straddled the border between
Ranchos Torres and Zepeda. In keeping with his plan,
General Montoya ordered the citizens to evacuate to La
Reina del Mar, where the Castillian army was preparing a
more stable and coordinated defense. But the people of San
Juan would have none of it. Regardless of the outcome, they
would make a stand to defend their homes, with or without
the help of the Castillian army. Don Montoya left what arms
and supplies he could, and retreated with his army to La
Reina del Mar.

Predicting that the
support, General Montegu
for just such an occasion. But
ensured that these troops w
opening salvo. They sat idle in the rear
Castile’s primary western seap
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the marines a few miles south
off the expected retreat of Don
u Toille’s land troops would continue to
San Juan to assault the city from the
would shell the city until all units were
ntaigne navy had quickly seized the
del Mar, blocking the Castillian
their army was behind schedule, stalled at
The attack upon La Reina was not
ontaigne would still land, this time
to the north of the citv.

ding attack upon La Reina,
ral engagement with the
ntoya ordered another
ne but the most stubborn
,for news of the massacre at
that remained of the Castillian
y and a small number

al of

La Reina’s rear guard offered the
minimal casualties to either

destroyed all fortifications north of El Morro. Each
fortification that fell allowed more troops to stream across
the river - massing for a final blow at the heart of the
country. Vaticine City looked sure to fall and the Cardinals
debated abandoning the Church capital. Overwhelmed by
Montegue’s audacity, the Castillian army prepared a do-ordie counterattack in a desperate gamble to turn back the
tide.
Then something happened which the Castillians consider
nothing short of a miracle. Suddenly, inexplicably,
Montegue was recalled to Charouse. The Empereur had
decided to start a new war, this time against Ussura, and he
wanted Montegue at its head. One hundred thousand
troops retreated across the River to begin the long journey
east, leaving a severely weakened Montaigne army to finish
the invasion.
Despite the setback, Montegue’s underlings were confident
that they could finish the job - confident to the point of
foolishness. They had long pushed Montegue for an assault
on El Morro - the one target he had refused to engage.
With him out of the picture, they immediately launched an
ill-conceived attack against the imposing fortress, hoping to
take it and write their names into the history books.
At that moment,
counterattack.

gue had moved his army east
the eastern side, the Castillians
ive series of fortifications
va de Fendes. The Vaticine
me construction believed that no
e, and that the Montaigne would

d the river on the
gh the Forest of Fiends. No army
orest before: it was considered
to Port6 and his own ingenuity,
.Vith a beach head secure on the
Delia, he launched a devastating
thin a few months, he had
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the

Castillians launched

their

The bloodshed was massive. Tens of thousands of
Montaigne died on the assault of El Morro, leaving a
severely depleted front line to defend against the attack.
The Castillian quickly overwhelmed the invaders,
slaughtering huge numbers of troops and driving the
Montaigne back across El Rio de Delia. Within seven days,
they had recaptured what it took Montegue months to
procure. The Montaigne managed to hold the Castillians to
the river, but could not form another beachhead on the
eastern side. The victory which had seemed so inevitable
had been thwarted.
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La Muralla a1 Ultimo
Meanwhile, on the southern front, General du Toille
continued his advance. Many inland Castillians (mostly
those not involved in the fighting) criticized Don Montoya
for his continuing retreat. But none knew that he had
preserved over 90%of his army, and given his engineers in
the south time to build a defensive position where he and
his army could make a final stand - La Muralla al Ultimo
(“The Last Wall”). As news of Montegue’s withdrawal
slowly spread through Rancho Zepeda, the battered
Castillians began to take heart.
During the last offensive of 1667 General Montoya’s
patience harvested fruit. In yet another series of running
battles and rear guard actions, the Castillian army slipped
away under cover of darkness to the safety of La Muralla.
Two weeks later, as the Montaigne forces deployed for
another assault upon what they assumed would be an empty
battle field, their scouts returned with harrowing news. A
string of fortified positions lay only a few miles beyond - an
stout barrier of wood and soil, reinforced with stone
hardpoints - stretching as far as the eye could see in either
direction.
Du Toile’s arrogance cost thousands of Montaigne lives
that day. He assumed that the Castillians could not possibly
be able to defend the length of the wall, and launched a
widespread attack. Thousands upon thousands of
Montaigne’s best troops were cut down by the defenders’
murderous and seemingly endless coordinated fire.
Attempts to probe for a flank to La Muralla only lead to the
discovery that the wall ran the entire width of the southern
peninsula, at no point showing weakness. His efforts to
overwhelm the weakest point were turned back, and the
Montaigne advance ground to a halt.

Today
Since the fall of 1667, the war has turned into a deadly
stalemate. La Muralla has been a frustration to the
Montaigne command, and the city of San Augustin just
north of it continues to hold out against the invaders. On
the eastern front, El Rio de Delia has turned into a bristling
line of guns and cannon. The Castillians have shored up
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Nobility
Below is a hescription of each of the eight great f d e s of
Castille, followed by a brief list of some of the lesser families
beneath them. The game effects of belonging to a specific
noble farmly are listed in italics following its description.
Noble Heroes should choose a paternal and maternal
family, and receive the listed game effects of each. Only
Heroes with the Noble Advantage can be from a noble
family. Note that Heroes who purchase the Noble
Advantage and choose to belong to one of the lesser
families should either choose an appropriate family from
the list or work with the GM to create an original family of
their own (with a flavor or specialty similar to those of the
listed families).
nation, at least in terms of being
, last before Vodacce
e Numan Empire. In
gly small amount of
invaded, supported, or influenced
ugation, and forced influence
eresting familial climate, which
outsiders. While most look at
ht families, the Castillians
ine contains literally dozens of

ldings (many of which are
Montaigne occupation).
their system of government, in
e responsibility and resources to
and people; it instills a national
tatus. In essence, each of these
administer itself internally.
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The Aldana Family
J

During the days of the Second Crusades (see page 17), a
young peasant alcalde (sheriff)named only “Aldana” came
to the attention of the Third Prophet. His devotion to the
Church and the Prophet’s teachmgs seemed without bound,
and his ability to keep the peace within his jurisdiction
earned him respect and admiration. It also earned him a
place among the Prophet’s closest advisors. As the Second
Crusades drew to a close, and the Prophet redefined
Castille’s provinces, Aldana was recognized for his
distinguished service in bringing civility and dignity back to
his war-torn country. He was offered the highest seat in the
Church - that of Hierophant.
But his response shocked the entire nation. Aldana replied,
“Your Eminence, I seek no reward for my service to you
and the Church - only to return to my home and serve my
people in the manner I did before.”
Aldana’s h d t y stunned even the Third Prophet. By
Royal and Vaticine Edict, Aldana’s homeland along the
beaches of La Boca de Cielo was established as Rancho
Aldana, and he was named as its alcalde and Don. The
Third Prophet declared that the new Vaticine City would be
built within Rancho Aldana. The Aldanas themselves were
named “representatives of the people” and asked to always
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speak on behalf of the common folk in court. They have
served in that capacity ever since.
The current patriarch of the Aldana family is Don Francisco
G m a n del Aldana. At times he is stubborn and stoic,
though most of the time he remains just, fair, and forgiving.
Also of note are his second wife, Doiia Cherie du
Montaigne del Aldana, and his nephew, Andres Bejarano
del Aldana. Cherie is the eldest daughter of the Empereur
of Montaigne, and has grown to love and admire the people
of her new home despite the war with her native land.
Andres is an advisor and good friend of King Sandoval’s
court. He is also a master swordsman, and once saved the
life of the King alongside the mysterious El Vago.

Noble Heroes whose father is Aldana pay on4 22 HPto
purchase the Aldana Swordsman School at character creation,
but they may not purchase the Criminal Skill under any
circumstances.
Noble Heroes whose mother is Aldana receive the Courtier Skill
for free. However, when using Repartee actions against members
of the Gallegos family, their TN is increased by 5.

The Gallegos Family
Since Castille was founded, the Gallegos family has been
scorned due to the heavy foreign influences in their blood
(mainly Crescent and Vodacce). The bloodline’s one true
chance to redeem itself was lost with the failed expedition
of Cristobal Gallegos in the late 14.00s. Since then, Gallegos
has had only limited contact with the rest of Castille mainly in the prosperous ports along their coastline.
Gallegos are generally friendly folk, once the initial stigma
about them wears off. They have a healthy appreciation for
life, and are known for their daring and adventurous
character. Much of this has to do with their continued
connections with both Vodacce and the Empire of the
Crescent Moon.

surviving practitioners of El

in touch with the
isolationist nature.
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The Ochoa Fa
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Outsiders often look at Gallegos (especially their
commoners) as savages and witches, too concerned with
pagan religions to pay attention to the real world. The few
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lante Lorena Rios del Orduiio, is
Engineering, and
uiio, is the Master
s, both at the port in La Pasiega. Don
C,,-.~-JRardo Rivera del Rios, is the

Master of the Royal Artillery Academy and garrison
commander of El Morro, and his brother, Manuel Rivera
del Rios, is the Harbormaster of the Armada’s Naval
Headquarters at Tarago.

Noble Heroes whose father is an Orduno receiue the Sailor Skill
for free, but they may not purchace the Hunter Skill.
Noble Heroes whose mother is an Orduno receive a 2-point
discount (minimum 1) when purchasing the Commission
Advantage. However, they receive 50G less income each month.

The Sandoval Family
The Castillian royal line centers almost entirely in the
bureaucratic capital of San Cristobal, in a sprawling rancho
situated along the shoreline of La Boca de Cielo. Anyone is
bee to roam the rancho’s grounds, though military presence
has been increased there since the outbreak of the war with
Montaigne. The Sandovals also keep private ranchos within
both Vaticine City (the religious capital) and the inland port
of Altamira, where they spend the winter months.
The recent return of the White Plague has struck the
Sandoval family deeply, and Prince Javier’s disappearance
has dangerously thinned their central branch. The family
currently encompasses Good Kmg Sandoval and a vast
number of cousins, “adopted” Dons (retired heroes, duelists,
and statesmen), and relatives-by-marriage. The halls of the
Sandoval ranchos are silent most of the time now, with the
bold Salvador and his eldest son gone.

Noble Heroes from the Sandoval fami4 receive twice their
normal monthly income, and the Castillian Education
Advantage for free. GMs are strongly advked against allowing
Heroes from the Sandoval fami4 for purposes of game balance.

The Soldano Family
Situated at the north end of La Sierra de Hierro, the
Soldano are known for two things: their swords and their
wine. The impressive Soldano Blades are greatly prized
amongst duelists across the continent. Folded several
hundred times each, these fearsome weapons are second
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breeding with Vodacce and
Second Crusades.

Noble Heroes whose
purchase the Soldano Swo
but they may not purchase the Servant
circumstance.
Noble Heroes whose moth
Raise when using the R
700G less income each month.

The Torres Family
Once the wealthiest
Sandovals), the Torres Family have suffe
the war with Montai
in the northwest c
contains rich far
of Thkah’s mightiest rivers. Historically,

only to drucheneisen as the strongest, most durable weapons
in ThCah. The secrets to forging these incredibly strong
blades are closely guarded, passed on only among those
whose Soldano lineage dates back at least one hundred
years, and whose loyalty is unquestioned.
The family also produces fine wines: the most exotic outside
Vodacce and the Crescent Empire. Like their wines,
Soldanos are tempestuous and fiery, living life to the fullest
with every breath. The Soldanos are the “melting pot” of
Castille: their hot tempers and stormy zeal are sifts of their
Vodacce, Eisen, and Crescent heritage. All these influences
are old; the Soldanos maintain no more contact with foreign
cultures than any other Castillians. Most of their mixed
blood came from a mass Crescent migration from the
Aldana territories during the First Crusades, marriage and
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He harbors an extreme hatred of the Montaigne for his
family’s death, and occasionally lashes out at whomever
happens to be near. Zepeda knows that the defense of this
area is best left to professional soldiers while he manages
the steady flow of supplies. So far, his fervor to excise the
Montaigne from his homeland has fueled General
Montoya’s effective campaign of unexpected attacks along
the enemy flanks. Also of note is Montoya’s son, Captain
Jorge Vasquez del Zepeda, who commands an artillery
battery in the western sector of La Muralla.
Classically, Zepedas are incredibly pious and isolationist,
the remnants of a Vaticine colony established following the
Heros War. Most inland Castillians see their holdings as the
“wilds” of the nation, far away from anyhng that matters.
The Zepeda’s sudden shift to the front line of the war with
Montaigne has forced both their own nobility and that of
the central basin to reassess their relationship. If the war is
to be won here, it will have to be with the cooperation of
both parties.

Noble Heroes whose father is a Zepeda pay only 22 HP to
purchase the Zepeda Swordsman School at
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Noble Heroes whose mother is a Zepeda receive the Priest Skill
for free and receive 12HP if they take the Overzealous Hubris,
but they may not take a Virtue under any circumstances.

resale of Gallegos ore to the Soldanos.

Lesser Nobility
As

1

discussed at the beginning of this section, the Lesser
Nobility of Castille are widespread and diverse. Castille has
more nobles per capita than any other nation on ThCah,
and its social ladder is far easier to climb. In Castille, it is
into uncommon to find Dons less wealthy than the
commoners they walk among, or commoners who are as
rich as the courtiers that they hail.
Recently, the influx of disenfranchised Dons has begun to
take its toll. More and more lesser nobility are arriving at
the doorstep of those in the central basin, looking for food,
shelter, and company. This is placing an unprecedented
strain upon the economy of the remaining landed Dons,
who are doubly troubled by the needs of the armies on the
front h e .

Rancho Aldana, the Gurman family fer

from El Morro, the Lo

dramatically.

The following is a list of most remaining noble lines in
Castile. Others exist as well, but they are left open for
players and GMs to develop as they see fit. The lesser noble
lines all fall within the purview of one of the major families,
depending upon where their lands are.

Montoya: Half of the rem
Muralla al Ultimo, th
known for their re
warrior stock. The general curren
front is a Montoya.

Acedo: Now under Montaigne dominion in Rancho

Nuiiez: The Nuiiez
- were quickly ove
immediately after the
holdings have been
“conscripted” by the Montaigne.

Zepeda, the Acedos are known for their shallow port city of
La Reina del Mar and its productive fisheries.

Arciniega: Descendants of original Vodacce colonists,
the Arciniegas are renowned scientists based in the
sophisticated city of Altamira.

Avila: The Avilas are administrators, alcalde, and
gubenadores (governors) w i t h the city that they founded.
For more on the city of Avila, see page 38.

Bejarano: The lands of the Bejaranos are located to the
north of Tarago. Their rich farmlands flank wide, wellconstructed roads left over from the Old Republic’s
occupation of the Acragan basin.
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Ontiveros: Cutthro
Ontiveros are found
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ying and offer last rites

Maternal Family Name: The middle name, taken out
of respect for the mother’s family.

a city in Castille,
nation’s nobility.
corrupted by the illicit

“de”: lit. “of‘; used to preface the paternal family name.

nds flanking Rancho
among the wealthiest
etables, and wine are
Soldano lands adjacent to both
Ranchos, the Riveras are
ough their holdings.
the Montaigne, this
de families to enter La Sierra
Le Vasquez family are miners

Paternal Family Name: The last name, taken to
iden+ the individual’s direct paternal lineage; may also be
used to ident$ the region of Castille the individual is from.

“del”: lit a contraction of “de el” meaning “of the”, but
more commonly accepted as meaning “from” (to indicate
what country the individual is from).
Native Country: Used to indicate which part of ThCah
the individual is from.

ex. Don Pablo Aldana de Lopez del Castillo
“Don” s i g d e s that he is a landed noble (lit. “sir”), and
Pablo is his given name. “Aldana” is his mother’s maiden
name, and “de Lopez” signdies that he is of the Lopez
family. If he were traveling outside of the country, “del
Castillo” would sigrzlfythat he was from Castille.

Married Women
Married women and non-nobility follow the same model as
above, but with a few variations.
Noble Title - Given Name - Maternal Family Name Paternal Family Name - de - Husband’s Paternal Family
Name - del - Native Country

e following model shows the
e. Keep in mind that these
es. Constant ethnic mixing
have produced a great deal of

- Maternal Family Name - de 1 - Native Country
dividual has a title of nobility, it
given by parents at birth.
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ex. Dona Celina Bejarano Aldana de Ontiueros del Castillo
“Dofia” signifies that she is, or is married to, a noble.
“Celina” is her given name, and “Bejarano” is her mother’s
maiden name. “Aldana” is her paternal family name (and
likely the region of Castille where she grew up). “De
Ontiveros” sipfies that she is married to a noble of the
Ontiveros family. “Del Castillo” signdies that she is from
Castille.

Non-Nobles
Given Name - Paternal Family Name - de - Native Region
- del - Native Country

ex. Juan Garcia de Vasquez del Castillo
“Juan”is his given name, and “Garcia” is his father’s family
name. “De Vasquez” signifies that he is from Rancho
Vasquez in eastern Casde, and/or serves the noble Vasquez
family. On the rare occasion that a non-noble travels
abroad, he too would use “del Castillo” to si&
what
country he is from.

In the case of married a non-noble woman, simply replace
her Paternal Family Name with her husband’s paternal
Family Name.
Children
It is formal tradition for children and noble heirs to
introduce themselves as above (when their parents are not
with them), and then indicate their parents’ names.

ex. Miguel Soldano de Jauregui, El hijo de Jost Ochoa de
Jauregui del Castillo

The nation of Castille is
called ranchos, each nominally a
major families. Each of the
with information about its pro
features.

Rancho Aldana
Ruler: Don Francisco
Dialect Spoken: Aldana
described in the Players’ Guide.
The heart of Castille and home to the co

brimming with lobsters, s

“El hijo de....” (lit. “The son of ....”).
“La hija de....” (lit. “The daughter of...”).

Given Name: The child’s first name, given by parents at
birth (or set at baptism during a church ceremony).
The suffix “-ito” (lit. “little”) denotes affection for a male
child; “ita”is used for girls. If the child’s name ends in a
vowel, the vowel is dropped before “-ito” or “-ita” is added.

ex. Miguel becomes Miguelito and Rosa becomes Rosita
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fortress are an amphibious assault across one of the rivers to
scale the walls, or trudging through the thick swamp. Both
prospects are nearly impossible.

El Morro houses the Royal Artillery Academy, where all of
Castille’s land and naval gunners are schooled, and serves
as the testing ground for new cannon designs, powder
mixtures, and gun carriages. Dons Grijalva and Guzman the commanding officers at the fortress - frequently call
upon these resources to help defend Rancho Aldana’s
western border, and have field-tested several new
innovations here with great success.
The secret to El Morro’s defensive might are the cannons,
their well-drilled and disciplined crew, and their pivoting
gun carriages. El Morro’s engineers sought ways to best
maximize their firepower, and devised a pivoting gun
carriage that allows the cannon to swivel 45 degrees from
center in either direction (90 degrees on the corners of the
fortress). This allows the crews to continuously fire upon
enemy ships as they sail alongside the fortress. So far, no
ship has been built strong enough or fast enough to outrun
the guns of El Morro.
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El Morro’s garrison crews are currently commanded by
General Bardo Rivera del Rios, who is also the Headmaster
of the Royal Artillery Academy. El Morro boasts a garrison
of 2000 infantry troops who supplement the site’s firepower
with their muskets. These men and women are perpetually
posted at murder holes and gun slits that ring the perimeter
of the building’s third floor.
Meanwhile, El Morro’s parapets are the heart of its
defensive strength, adorned with 150 siege guns of varying
sizes (20-30 pound cannon are common along the
riverfronts, with 10-15 pound guns are posted along the
swamp). El Morro also maintains a hospital, blacksmith,
and cannon repair foundry, a well-protected powder
magazine and weapons arsenal, food stores, and enough
(cramped) living space for the entire garrison.

La Pasiega
Population: 30,000
W e Castille has many ports, none is more important than
La Pasiega (save perhaps the capital of San Cristobal). La
Pasiega is the home of the College of Naval Engineering,
where Castillian shipwrights learn their craft, and the Naval
Shipyards, which equip the Castillian Armada and
merchant fleets. The city is situated only a few miles east of
the southern mouth of Rio de Delia. Its sandy beaches and
shallow inclines allow for excellent dry dock facilities as
well.
Until the war, La Pasiega’s population was close to 20,000,
and most citizens worked at either the shipyards or the
college. However, the need to protect Castile’s coasts has
created a demand for labor in the outlying areas, and La
Pasiega’s population has swelled to nearly 30,000. These are
citizens the city needs to keep up with the war effort, but
that it is also ill-equipped to handle. Needless to say, this has
created tension among its populace, who, while remaining
patriotic, are feeling the pressure of wartime production.

occasional forays across El
Montaigne from disrupting wor
brawls are common in the evening, w
and sailors all seek refuge
constabulary are overwo
the boruchos (drunks) in jail, they’re sniffing out
saboteurs. El Vag0 has even been seen assis
alcalde here, and rumors persist that the
may in fact be a resident of the city.

La Selva de Fendes (‘The Forest o
Population: Unknown
There are many
More than anywhere el
de Hierro, this place has become
and fear. Everyone fro
the local Grijalv
strange occurrences
and hidden cults regularly circulate thou
communities.
Recently, the ThCan

several of their more pragmatic
fascinated with the mundane possi
two camps are each racing to publish th
The “monster-hunting”

in the fantastic, and believes that
denizens of the mythical Eisen underwo
accounts of the

There is no siesta in La Pasiega, and the shipwrights work
from sunrise to sunset. Several units of the Castillian army
are stationed here as well, to prevent the Montaigne from
crossing the river. Their huge cannons, high walls, and

J
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countless promenades and plazas, painted in brilliant colors
to blend in with the lasting vibrancy of the Crescent
structures.
Perhaps the most impressive structure in San Cristobal is the
Turbe Mulik (the "Crypt of Kings"), where the greatest
weapons and works of art left behind by the Crescents are
displayed beside the tombs of their most honored dead. At
one time during the Crescent occupation this bullding was
used as a monastery and royal residence, but it was closed
during the First Crusade to protect its precious contents
from possible theft or vandalism. Today, the sprawling
complex (located at the pinnacle of the highest man-made
hill in the city) is among the first buildings seen by
approaching visitors.

In addition to the nation's bureaucratic headquarters, San
Cristobal also houses one of the world's foremost
universities. The University of San Cristobal was built within
an old Crescent garrison, and houses a substantial
percentage of the nation's scientists. The Inquisition has
been unable to close its doors thus far (although they're not
above abducting an unwary professor or two), making it a
haven for displaced students and teachers. Hundreds have
flocked here from occupied Castille, pushing its resources to
the limit. Still, the faculty makes do, and the University
continues to make impressive advances in the scientific arts.

Tarago
Population: 75,000
Tarago stands within easy defensive range of both La
Pasiega and San Cristobal, and is the home port for much
of the Castillian Navy. After being launched from La
Pasiega, new ships venture out for a test cruise around La
Boca de Cielo and return to Tarago for their guns, crew,
and orders. Thereafter, most naval ships call Tarago home.
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called “the Palace

rates are set, and

Unlike its sister city, La Pasiega, Tarago’s population has

of Wolves is dire.

with Castille’s navy growing by leaps and bounds, Tarago
has more than enough room in its port facilities to house it.
Over 200 warships are currently housed and supplied in
‘l‘arago.

Torres and most of Zepeda
Dons who seek recompensc
seek retribution.

The city also houses the Orduiio family, whose patriarch
commands all Castillian war fleets. The Ordufios hope to
use Tarago as a marshaling ground for the newly restored
Castillian Armada as they venture out against the
Montaigne fleet.
The bulk of Tarago’s citizenry works to support the navy,
resupplying and repairing the ships as necessary. Tarago
boasts the most sophisticated and complex naval supply
depot in all of Thkah. Like La Pasiega, it has indefinitely
suspended the tradition of siesta (afternoon break), and
divided the labor force into two shifts to maintain round-theclock operations at the naval base.

Vaticine City
Population: 140,000
Though San Cristobal is the hub of most trade and military
conventions within Castille, Vaticine City is the official
capital - at least these days. It is also the religious center of
the world, housing the seat of Vaticine power (vacant since
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In addition to hous
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the heaviest rainfall in all of Castille can be found (between
30 and 60 inches a year). The highest mountains reach over
10,000 feet high, surrounded by dusty brown highlands,
sharp valleys, and occasional Crescent-style castles along the
high cliffs overlooking the western Forbidden Sea.
Rancho Gallegos’ interior houses a sturdy and aloof people,
who refer to themselves as Acragans in honor of the original
settlers of the Castillian basin. They do not accept strangers
or outsiders very easily, and are defensive about their
holdings. Though these people are considered part of
Castille, they are generally left to their own devices.

Ada
Population: 18,000
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was once unknown to Avalon, but now graces the tables of
most of its nobles.)

La Sierra de Hierro (“The Saw of Iron”)
Population: Unknown (at least 10,000)
The mountain range of La Sierra de Hierro stretches from
the southern end of the Peninsula of Oranges nearly to the
edge of the River. Though most outsiders look on its jagged
cliffs and deep channels with suspicion, its inhabitants
embrace its stark beauty, considering it a point of pride.
Having little contact with the outside world (or its deceit,
bickering, and paranoia), the inhabitants of La Sierra de
Hierro have developed an attitude which is more egalitarian
and less pretentious than elsewhere in the nation. They are
also physically distinctive, less swarthy and stockier, with
prominent facial features and stubby fingers.
There is also rumored to be a collection of rogues and
outcasts within La Sierra de Hierro, called Los Nublados,
which means “Those of the Clouds.” Some believe they are
the last practitioners of El Fuego Adentro, carving their own
kingdom in the mountains. Others maintain they are the
ghosts of those who refused the wisdom of the Second
Prophet, and who perished in immortal peril. Either way,
stories of a band of spectral renegades regularly emerge
from La Sierra de Hierro.

In the 1500s, a group of explorers led by Don Louis Trejo
went in search of these elusive individuals, but returned
empty-handed. Trejo himself was committed to a Castilian
asylum shortly thereafter, claiming night terrors about “men
bathed in blue fire shot through with the shadow of death.”
None of his men would speak of his strange rambling, and
all retired or died within the following decade. No one has
dared go searching for Los Nublados again, but stories
continue to circulate. The mystery remains.

mainland by La Sierra de Hie
and ancestry, the people of
independent, and sin
has been influenced
own culture and beliefs.
Unlike most ThCan cities, whi
hub, Malaca emerged from th
operation and a small Cresce
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When the tide goes out dur
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Malaca
Population: 12,000
Malaca is known for three things: logging, shellfish, and the
independence of its inhabitants. The remote, isolated city is
battered by high winds and merciless tides, cut off from the
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rt is famous for its lobsters, coves, and
es. The ruins of a castle, sacked by pirates
go, can still be seen at its edge A lone
the site, occasionally illuminated

throughout the mountains, and an organization has been
established to oversee the operation (under the watchful eye
of the military, of course). The head of the mining
company, Miguel de Trujillo, grows richer with each
passing day. It is rumored that miners have been
disappearing in the mountains, and that Miguel may be
looking for some heroes to look into the matter.

San Felipe
seafood supply. Some of the best marine
ancho Gallegos can be found locally at the
er as he is for his cuisine. Although a bit

Population: 13,000
San Felipe offers neither good beaches nor sunny weather,
and with the exception of the Dragos tree (see below), is
barren to the point of desolation. However, the waters off
its coast teem with fish. Although San Felipe began as a
fishing village, it has since transformed into a permanent
military garrison and a staging area for the Castillian Navy.
It hosts one of the largest docks in the country; from this
location, Castillian ships can easily protect the gulf fi-om
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marauding pirates and brigands. The city supports a modest
civilian population of fishermen as well, though the military
restricts when and where they may ply their trade.

A primitive plant known as the Dragos tree is native to the
region. Dragos trees sport bizarre, pointy foliage and thick
red sap which resembles blood. The largest specimen in the
area is over 70 feet tall with a girth of more than 25 feet, and
is believed to be over two thousand years old. Montaigne
sorcerers believe that the sap of this tree contains magical
properties, which can be tapped with the proper
preparation.

San Gustavo
Population: 19,000

In the northwestern co
bustle of the streets
country. The structur

however, is the gold-lined engravings on
arranged tiles of the re

Ruler: Don Die

In the valley east of La Sierra de Hierro rests one of the
most fertile sites in all of Rancho Gallegos. Here, the stark
geographical contrast of the region is readily apparent, as
the limy soil of the hills gives way to the intense lushness of
a wide valley. Vegetables, oranges, peaches, and grapes
flourish here, surrounding the capital of Rancho Gallegos,
San Gustavo.
The city is completely surrounded by sheer stone walls,
which boast more than eighty towers and 2,500 niches used
by sentries and snipers. Although the city appears grim
from the outside, its interior contains all the bustle and
commotion common in Castillian trade cities. Notable
locations within San Gustavo include the Plaza Mayor
(Main Square), the Cathedral, and the University.
The Plaza Mayor is a vast open marketplace of cobbled
stone, surrounded on three sides by towering buildings
sporting more than four-hundred over-hanging balconies.
The triangular Plaza can be reached on all sides through
any of seven different archways. Although primarily used as
a marketplace, the Plaza also serves as a stage for pageants,
bullfights, and even executions.

Nestled between the hi
part of both), Rancho So
In fact, with the exception

than that, the area is comp
renovation.

This is partly out of
natural border betwe
days of the Old Empire
Soldano territories were
has done little to convince t

entrances into the mountain r

At the heart of the city lies Catedral de Santa Arcusa, one
of Castille’s grandest religious sites. Its bell towers, which
taper to a cupola with a wide turret, are easily the tallest
structures in the city.
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city of Altamira is far away from the ravages
pf the war with Montaigne and the bleeding throats of the
gubenadores (see page 20). It has been called the most
e, where the simplicity of rural bliss
. AItamira’s unpaved streets evoke a
rs of love and sin were young, and
the far western cradle of La Selva
f Rancho Soldano.
ged in the twelfth century, when

anded trade center.

Paseo Largo (“The Long Walk”)
A long line of shops, merchant courtyards, and flea markets
stands behind Altamira’s riverside docks. These outlets are
known for the wide variety of products they offer, featuring
food and drmk, crafts, services, and souvenirs from all
across the known world. Except for the Vaticine guard
station (where import and export shipments are inspected;
see Church Embargoes on page 69 for more), it is rare to
find anything strictly Castillian along Paseo Largo.
But the attitude here - unlike the paranoid stalls of
Vodacce’s merchant quarters or the stuffy arrogance of the
Vendel ports - is purely Castillian. Prices are fair, quality is
high, and service is second to none. Browsing is not only
accepted but encouraged, and smiles adorn the faces of
everyone who lives here. The stores of Paseo Largo all
recognize siesta, and people often visit the boardwalk as an
afternoon distraction. Fireworks, free lunches within the
large plazas between shops, and children’s games are all
common during this time. Many of Paseo Largo’s store
owners even offer gifts to their patrons during siesta.

of mainland ThCah’s chief

The Guild of San Marcos
This branch of the ThCan Swordsman’s Guild is one of the

of the famed de Cordoba

most frequently-visited centers in Paseo Largo. Recently
established by Eduardo Montevada, a sawy man who holds
several seats in the guild (and has for many years), this
office handles matters in Montaigne, Castille, Vodacce, and
Eisen. Its central location helped to establish the Guild of
San Marcos, but their fair and courteous service ensured
their popularity amongst the duelists of Th6ah. Today, the
Guild of San Marcos is widely considered one of the world’s
foremost bastions of gentlemanly competition.

commands a slice of

other interests in

La Uniuersitad de Arciniega

er buildings in town, ensuring that
influx of money as the city grows.
and operate the local bullfighting
ed after its most famous bull.
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Centered within Altamira - between Paseo Largo and the
private ranches that form the city’s inner half - the famed
University of Arciniega features several well-stocked
laboratories, one of the most comprehensive libraries in all
of Thkah (especiallyconcerning matters of mathematics and
the natural sciences), and the tallest, most profoundly
inspiring cathedral in Rancho Soldano. La Trinedad (“The
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Trinity”) strikes into the sky’s heart at over one hundred
and fifty feet, with three separate bell towers decorated with
sculpted statues of the first Three Prophets, surrounding an
immense Vaticine cross. The university’s founder and
former headmaster, Alvara Arciniega (see page 66), is
currently in hiding from the Inquisition.

all Torres citizens s
knowledge that Theus

Centro del Mundo
The Montaigne call Charouse the center of the world, but
Castillians steadfastly disagree. For natives of the central
basin, Altamira is home to everyone - even those who
reside elsewhere. Every major family maintains a private
ranch here, including the royal Sandovals (whose property
extends from the forest’s edge across El Lago del Reyes, the
Lake of Kings). The royal family takes several months here
each year, hunting in the nearby forests and visiting with
their “extended family”, the people of Altamira.

mussels, and crab, an

Barcino
Population: 50,000
Companion to the

Rancho Torres
Ruler: Montaignepoiia Elodia Avila del Torres de
Castillo (currently in exile)
Dialect Spoken: Torres (see page 102)

River. Part of Ranch
Torres), Barcino is n

Rancho Torres hosts the richest farmland in all Castille.
Nearly any crop can be grown here with ease (though the
natives tend to focus on a few specific crops, in keeping with
foreign demand). The topsoil benefits from the tributaries of
the Rio de Dios to the east, the Great River to the North,
and the Frothing Sea to the west.
Much of the labor force was killed during the Montaigne
invasion; the remainder serve the Castillian armed forces or
have fled to the east, seeking refuge in free Castille. Until
the enemy can muster enough laborers of their own, the
rich Torres fields will go unharvested, severely limiting
Montaigne’s forward advance.
The once prosperous trade centers of this rancho are now
only shadows of their former selves. Montaigne colonists
seeking to seize its rich soil have encountered violent
resistance from the remaining native populace, who have
established a complex network of guerrilla factions. These
resistance fighters are fueled by the deep religious faith that
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recorded, La Reina was easily seized by the enemy, and
held fast even after the Castillian Armada arrived.
Montaigne troops landed a few miles north of the city, and
force-marched to seize the city by land, silencing its shore
batteries, and allowing the Montaigne warships passage
further south.
La Reina’s port is quite elaborate, hosting separate facilities
for naval warships (toward the mouth of the harbor) and
merchant vessels (toward the interior). Local pilots must
carefully navigate the mouth of the harbor due to its narrow
draught channel, which allows only two ships abreast at
once. The channel has been designed specifically to appear
deeper than it is, to snare ships piloted by those not loyal to
the port. The Montaigne, well aware of this through their
own naval contacts, decided to seize the city by land, an
unprecedented tactic that worked out remarkably well.
Today, La Reina del Mar supplies all Montaigne forces in
the south, making it one of the most important ports on the
western peninsula.

San Augustin
Population: 37,000
Before the war, this port was nothing more than a way
station, boasting a small university and a few orange groves.
Today, it stands as an anchor for La Muralla al Ultimo. Its
shore batteries have been improved, and - so as not to
repeat the failed defense of La Reina -fortress-like walls
now ring the city’s perimeter. The Montaigne have laid
siege to it for some time, and fighting here has reached a
fever pitch. The few Castillian flotillas which grimly defend
the harbor shove off daily to attack the Montaigne
blockade. So far, this tactic has prevented the city from
being overrun.
San Augustin is a growing city, and the war has only further
encouraged her citizens to expand and thrive during this
desperate time. The city now hosts several divisions of
troops, as well as supply depots and repair facilities that rival
those of Tarago (the Armada’s traditional home). It has built
up the surrounding area to contain the thousands of
refugees from the northern regions of the peninsula.
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Housing is a problem here: Montaigne artillery has battered
many of the once-beautiful buildings to the ground and the
northernmost streets are choked with rubble. Should the
city be overrun, General Montoya has hastily prepared a
fallback position to the south which preserves the integrity
of La Muralla al Ultimo.
San Juan
Population: 1500 (all Montaigne)

Situated on the southern side of the
border between Ranchos Zepeda and
Torres, San Juan is proof positive of the
power of the Montaigne invasion force,
the arrogance of its commanding officers,
and the deep-seated evil that resides in
the hearts of men. If there were any battle
to stain the reputation of the Castillian
army, it would be the disgraceful defense
of SanJuan. From the first signs of attack,
Don Montoya ordered an unprecedented
evacuation of the city to allow for a better
defense of La Reina del Mar to the south.
San Juan’s citizens, disgusted by the
decision, chose to make a stand without
military support. The price of defending
their city was paid in blood; as the
Montaigne attacked from land and sea,
the native Castillians were surrounded
with no chance of relief. The city was
taken in a battle that lasted for eight days.
When the smoke cleared, no one stood to
resist the city’s new residents. Literally
thousands had died, and more than sixty
percent of the city had been put to the
torch.
And the carnage would not end there; the survivors were
forced to gather the dead and crippled in SanJuan’s plaza,
delivering them into the hands of the Montaigne. The
invading commander, General Franqois Etalon du Toille,
his pride wounded that peasants had held his offensive back
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Art and Music
Architecture
Like many things in Castille, buildings and their purposes
have changed substantially throughout its history. In the
early days of the Old Republic, things were simple. There
was one style of construction - preeminently defensive,
highly ornamental, and incredibly stagnant. It was an
unchanging balance of fashion and function, and the only
aspect of their design that suffered was diversity.

emeanor and hearty
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ained the nation’s cultural
s. Art, customs, mannerisms...

orted its artists and
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Today, hundreds of years of foreign occupation has
shattered that balance. The influences of the Crescents,
Eisen and Montaigne have resulted in permanent changes
in Castillian architecture. It can be seen in the soaring
minarets of Vaticine City as much as the rugged engineering
of El Morro. The people have come to accept and even
appreciate these foreign influences. A fascination with new
and different designs is blooming, fed by the fragments of
lost civilizations that have recently been uncovered.

Dancing
Contrary to popular belief, dancing did not originate in
Castille, though it became more popular there than
anywhere else. Social dancing (formal steps mainly taken by
the nobility at court) originated in Montaigne. Theatrical
dancing (choreographed and performed for an audience)
originated in Vodacce. In Castille, dancing began among
the commoners and only spread to the nobility within the
last 300 years, when the “socially conscious elite” began to
notice.
Today, however, dancing is a respected and widespread art
form in Castille. Castillian dancers know how to love and
how to hate, how to feel life down to their very bones. They
are hot-tempered, charming, fiercely devoted... qualities that
describe the average Castillian as well. Ask any of them
about their craft, and they will tell you that it comes from
the most treasured part of their soul.
Watching a Castillian dance is mesmerizing. Regardless of
the style, there is always a deep immersion of the individual
within the moment, as if the dancer loses herself to her own
imagination. For this reason alone, Castillian dancers are
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among the most highly sought-after in all of Theah. Patrons,
theatre-owners, and dramatists seek out potential employees
amongst the commoners with unparalleled enthusiasm,
hoping to discover the next great ingknue.
There are two broad forms of dance in Castille and two
general types of dancers. Danza is regimental in style and
involves very measured movements, which can be quite
draining. It requires formal training, and is very difficult for
casual enthusiasts to attempt. D a n a is primarily the
purview of bailarina (theatrical dancers who perform as a
career, usually for money), who must learn their craft
through years of painful training; very little instinct is
involved.

themselves, finding the movements b
intriguing. Bailadom (common d
competitive gatherings
commoners all over
Danza is the dance of nobility and faith.
have included slow and serene danza steps
years (most Castillian mothers will not allow

The second form of dancing is called Baile, and is more of
a folkdance, originating among the commoners of Rancho
Gallegos. Baile is instinctual in nature, and generally

Danza Theatres
In the last fifty years, danza theatres - c
stageshows are "constructed" be

show. Coralle presentations are
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Ciclo and the appearance of the Second Prophet are
permanent fixtures in the Universities of Castille today,
presenting the “proper balance between history and
distraction.”

popular, and Castillian nobles have

The second - Anabel Zepeda - was a commoner with no
formal education, whose social, political, and moral satire
shocked and delighted her readers. Though she ruffled
many feathers amongst the Dons and Vaticine
representatives at home, her work continues to delight the
nation’s populace, and more and more authors are
following in her stead.

igne-influenced folk dance,
iting flourishes. Arms and

Castillian playwrights are currently focusing on the complex
realities of their society, shining an unforgiving spotlight
upon the troubles the average Castillian faces every day.
They also deal regularly with high-minded ideological ideals
and social values, the benchmark for modern morality.
Novelists often mix humor with bitter irony, depicting
everyday Castillian life through the eyes of crude social
misfits, beggars, petty thieves, and tramps. Most modem
Castillian novels tend to focus upon justice and episodes of
retribution.

style of dance has been

Castillian literature is not presently in sync with the
mentalities of most Castillians, though it can be argued that
it is merely ahead of its time, depicting the nation Castille
has yet to become.

Music
e famous for literature
The last century has

texts read like the most heartfelt
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“Common” music - like its dance - has a life of its own.
The vitality, daring, and aliento (“breath”,a term attached
to things that demand fierce emotion) it acquires through a
skilled Castillian commoner is awe-inspiring. The nobility of
other Thkan nations often hire Castillians to play at their
own galas, and more than one such encounter ends in tears
for the nobles and their guests. Instruments used by the
commoners include the tambourine, castanets, quitu (the
Castillian bagpipes), and the famed Crescent innovation,
the guitar.
Meanwhile, CastiUian nobility (and especially the Vaticine
Church) adhere to a much duller and more regimented
style of music called metroy mttodo (“metre and method”).

195.1

The martial sound relies mainly upon rhythm (drums and
horns) to convey its message, with few spontaneous
expressions. Thls form of music is highly mathematical, and
finds its roots in the scientific revolution, when Church
scholars discovered that the tone and beat of music has a
direct correlation with the physical reaction of the audience.
Today, metro y mCtodo is used to placate as much as
entertain.

Painting
No form of artistic expression has had as much impact as
painting. It has caused marriages, duels, treaties, and even
wars; it has reinforced faith, and reduced stable
governments to chaos; it has become the livelihood of
scores of fledgling celebrities, and sent many more into the
depths of insanity and despair.

member of the royal Sandov
homeland by an Ambassador
works were dedicated to Goo
was enraptured with his rich use of tex
of themes. Ruiz earned a position in Castill
he completed over thirty portraits of the roy
still hang in the halls of the Royal Palace
He mixes religion with oft-ign
daily life in a way that few have seen before. Today, with the
King distracted, Ruiz is considering returning to his
homeland.

benefit of a model.

On modern ThCah, people are just beginning to understand
and tap into the emotions that rule them. Lifelike portraits,
picturesque landscapes, and religious iconography draw
these emotions to the surface, forcing the viewer to contend
with their innermost joys and demons.
Castillian art tends to focus on religious themes and figures;
many of the world’s finest monasteries, temples, and
parishes feature the original work of Castillian natives.
Unfortunately, the over-reliance on Vaticine subjects has led
to a slight creative stagnation: there are only so many ways
you can paint the Third Prophet, after all. As would be
expected, many Castillian painters share styles and interests
with those of Vodacce, where Vaticine interests remain
strong.
Several living and recently-passed painters have forged
Castille’s current artistic identity. All share a love of starkly
contrasted light and shadow to enhance the features of
central figures, and most have spent sigdicant time with the
accepted masters in Montaigne and Vodacce. A brief list of
the most notable Castilian artists - along with notes about
their styles, themes, and lives - follows.

Antonio Ruiz del Carlaggio de Vodacce: Antonio
Ruiz is perhaps the most widely-regarded and wellrespected of any artist in the nation. He is considered a
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offer the illusion of depth) and simple backgr

underestimated. Claudio’s care

Baltazar Nuiiez, recently disenfranchised by the Montaigne
invasion, have turned their attentions to ‘‘political’’ art. Their
panoramic landscapes are littered with fallen Castillians,
unjustly cut down by the “heathen Montaigne”, who are

former Vodacce patrons after h
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have been hunting him
crecio’s work briefly found a home in
decades of this century, shaking up the
artistic expression with deep portraits
vement and subdued
consumed two-thirds

md controversial artist of the
lnted by the Inquisition for her
iterpretation of the Abyss and

Academia has recently taken a hand in the theatrical world.
The last ten years have seen a sudden shift in the Church‘s
attitude toward theatre, from indifference to cautious
appreciation. Scholars in Vaticine City, San Cristobal,
Altamira, and other major population centers have
constructed amphitheaters that double as university
classrooms, and students of any artistic subject typically
study at least some theatrical history and design.
University theatres all share a few characteristics, including
the presence of religious icons onstage. Perhaps the most
invasive are seen in Altamira’s Teatro Tftere (The Festival of
Puppets), where plays take place between two looming,
open-mouthed faces - one representing Theus and the
other Legion. Throughout performances, characters exit
through whichever face their actions have procured for
them.

ar in Castille since the Old

Ceremonies and Special Events
Festivals and celebrations in Castille are a way of life. From
region to region, hundreds of small, localized festivities take
place throughout each year, venerating saints and ancestors,
seasonal changes, and crop harvests. Friends and family
gather and passionately celebrate the diversity of life. While
most holidays are influenced by Vaticine beliefs, they are
usually observed on days previously associated with early
pagan celebrations.

Spring: The Festival of Flames
presentations are held in each

t, regardless of its quality.

While every day is a holiday somewhere in Castille, each
season has at least one celebration that defines it. In the
spring, that celebration is El Festival de Llamas, the Festival
of Flames. While this honored day’s origins have been lost
to time, Gallegos natives believe it has some connection
with the legends of L o s Nublados (see page 39).
The Festival of Flames is highlighted by the building and
burning of niiiots, giant paper-machC figures. These life-hke
(and sometimes bawdy) creations usually depict some
current or unpopular historical event in a satirical light., and
are placed on street corners and plazas on the fifteenth of
Tertius. Lampooning the Montaigne army is now popular,
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but a few recent niiiots have even targeted Esteban Verdugo
and the Inquisition (these tend to disappear quickly). Four
nights after the niiiots appear, they are crammed full of
fireworks and set ablaze.

with parades, dances, and various competitions. Spur-of-themoment fireworks displays are
common, highlighted by the
daily mascleta, when a giant pile
of firecrackers is ignited in the
central plaza.

time to make up for any failure t
saints throughout the year.
The Feast of AU Souls is perhaps the
found in Castille: a respectful time to rem

visiting graves and shrines, and cl

Summer: Los Borrachos
Every summer, a festival
dedicated to Don Juan Kerenyi
de Torres del Ussura, the patron
saint of Drunks, is held across
all of Castille. While celebrated
in many cities, Los Borrachos
(“the Drunks”) takes on special
meaning in San Juan, which is
named after the saint. The
festival begins in San Juan at
midnight on the sixth day of
Julius with an incredible
fireworks display, followed by
drinking and dancing until
dawn. Los Borrachos continues
for an entire week, with
parades, dancing, music, and
copious amounts of food and
alcohol.

Fall: The Feast of All
Souls

and all of his saints, both known and unknown. It is also a
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trunk is filled with grfts, candies,
ren with sticks until the items pour
on as well, usually depicting the story
eir arrival, and the manifestation of
rtant winter event is the arrival of El Aiio
year, on the first of Primus. The days
s and El Aiio Nuevo are filled
stivals, culminating with bonfires and
Id year gives way to the new. Most of the
dry pines, which symbolize
art for the year to come.
of Castille often
ccurrence is the
has been held for more than ten
eing particularly generous). This
oners of La Bucca
erating as a prison.
pirates who escaped the yoke of
and they have ruthlessly pillaged
the first hours of each new year.

pride as possible, the bullfighters next station themselves
beneath an observing balcony, where the hosting nobility
are seated. They salute the hosts, commonly by taking off
their montera (a wide-brimmed hat, much like a sombrero)
in the direction of the highest-ranking noble (females are
favored first in such cases). This salute is called the brindis.
Next, each bullfighter takes their place in the arena. During
the first tercio (third),a bull is brought out and placed in the
center, from where it can see the bullfighter currently
engaged. Picadors then ride forth on horseback, using
blunted lances to strike and enrage the beast. They then
retreat, leaving the matador alone with his adversary. A
game of touch-and-go ensues, in which the bullfighter
studies the animal’s strength, temperament, quickness, and
other traits through its reaction to his cafote (red cape).

----~

ernme a

(called corrida in the Castillian
lace in Tarago in 1133, in honor of the
alupe E.Originally intended as a
g nobility, corrida soon became a
gtrations and periods of war
ce its inception, corrida has
rnrum Ior uons, squires, and others to exhibit
and zeal.

tegral part of Castillian society,
5riously. With the single exception of
(see below), no deviations from the
attern mat was escatmshed and endorsed by Castille’s High
years ago are accepted.
en all the bullfighters
na on horseback,
hand-servants. After making
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Occasionally, multiple bullfighters will engage a single bull,
though this usually only occurs when training novillero
(juvenile bullfighters) or for demonstrative purposes. The
reverse (one matador against several bulls) is so rare as to
be nonexistent.
The sound of clarinets (a rare use of a wind instrument
during a noble event) announces the tercio de varm (Second
Third), when bullfighters receive picks and lances. In
accepted (read: legal) ceremonies, the tips of these weapons
are never sharpened; bullfighting is considered a humane
sport in Castille, except by the Order of Muleta (see below).
The picks and lances are used to draw out the beast’s
strength and tire it. This must be done while avoiding the
enraged animal’s horns and charging hooves. A good
bullfighter can reduce the animal to exhaustion without
taking a scratch.

By the end of the tercio de varas, each bullfighter is judged
by a panel of his peers (all senior to him in skill, and
accepted as masters of the art). In competitive corrida, a
single bullfighter is chosen, who receives the title “Valiente”
(“fearless”),which he carries within his name until he is
dethroned within a given region or competition. Other
honorifics are also bestowed upon the winner, according to
local custom. These gfts range from hand-crafted weapons
(whips are a favorite, especially in Rancho Zepeda),
additional titles, land, castles, and other holdings, and even
small seacraft.
Bullfighting is a sport of precision, intuition, and absolute
concentration. The bull, by its very nature, attacks anything
that moves. One false move - especially during the Second
Third - can maim the matador, or even end his life. This is
the reason that all novilleros are carefully selected and
monitored throughout their training; no potential bullfighter
is ever allowed to face a real bull until they are prepared.

The Order of Muleta
The lost terciofinal (“Final Third”) is no longer accepted
tradition in Castille. It involves the death of the bull, and has
been outlawed for almost a century. But there is a small,
sequestered movement - mainly within Rancho Gallegos -
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that continues to practice the
wishes of the Church and alcalde.

matador and bull is called
“OlC!” are heard.
strike comes to
shoulder blades.
whether he kills

strike.
weapon) who fail to kill their pre
chastised within the Order. No
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are never expelled; to do so
pion muleta, however, are
the ears and tail of their kill. They
ned in the secret fighting style
swift-moving thrusting
prey’s death to
a single person,
ole assembly. If one person
eta’s montera throughout
edicated to the entire audience,
own in the center of the ring, or

astillian Dons, in particular,
oursiae party unless they are dealing with
Phy!sically disabled, or have
I

. 1

ublic and private. The challenge
, demonstrating bravery, loyalty,

. .

event and mediates between
brmg a doctor, just in case. These
ained Vaticines who can offer last
e Castillian belief that

. .

, duels

are either to the first
either style is taken lightly, and
tions after the fact if mutual terms
The terms are usually written
for the duel, rules that must
the whole body
be used.
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Daily Life
When referring to the Castillian people, the first word that
comes to most minds is ((detached”(or in the case of their
enemies “afraid”).This is because, outside of common trade
relations, Castillians rarely consort with foreigners due to a
deep-rooted apprehension about invasion. Of course, in the
last two years, their worst fears have been realized, with the
Montaigne sweeping down into the eastern third of their
nation.
Castillians are very territorial, and while they may abide
much outside their homeland, they are not so accepting
within their own borders. They take steps to warn outsiders
of possible breaches of etiquette or outright insults they may
unknowingly commit. The number of actions considered
either heretical or taboo is staggering, and punishment
characteristically severe. PCs should consider themselves
well-warned of the danger of impropriety in this judgmental
land.
The war with Montaigne has exacerbated these tendencies
terribly. Old grievances have resurfaced, and the people
have grown angry once again. The forgiveness that took so
long to breed into them has been forgotten, and now they
stalk the streets with sour, vindictive stares upon their tired
faces. Visitors find their fledgling tolerance gone, lost to the
aggression that has wracked a third of their nation and
threatens much more.
But Castillians have a phrase that goes, “a mal tiempo, buna
cara”, which means “to bad weather, a good face.”
Historically, it refers to the thick skin that Castillians have
had to grow over the centuries to help them endure their
many unfortunate run-ins with those of other nations. Since
the Montaigne invasion, optimistic Castillians have begun
quoting this phrase when their own lives become difficult,
or when those around them become mired in pessimism.
Regardless of their current predicament, Castillians have
seen worse; sometimes, they just have to be reminded of
that fact.
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love for their country, a bo
giant, extended family. As a
turn away travelers, and beggars nev
custom can be traced back to the

This standard does

breath.
the future of la familia, and

and even encourage it in cert

Etiquette
If there is one word that can summarize Castillian etiquette,
it is respect. Children respect their elders, peasants respect
the Dons, and the Dons respect their charges by treating
them as fairly as possible. Everyone recognizes and
appreciates the contributions each individual makes for the
good of society. In public, it is not uncommon to refer to
family with their proper titles, and friends with only their
last name. Children (regardless of their age) must respect
their family matriarch or patriarch, who always has the final
word concerning la familia, from approving marriages to
financial dealings.
Despite this formality, Castillians are a cheerful and
gracious lot, exchanging gifts and verbal pleasantries with
unequaled grace. At heart, all Castillians share a fervent
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with some form of decoration (go1
silk, satin, and velvet.

all of the best weave they can
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g in the chest and loose in the
arried women do not employ the
m as their older and married
ossible exception of Vodacce
llian girl has a more varied
r peers in other nations.

ThCah. As a result, the diet of the average Castillian is more

garment is currently the guardinfante,
ed hoops constructed out of wood. It
nceals it and the gown that
r half a bell-shape. This
tight-fitting jacket, worn
t corset which cradles the breasts and restricts the

Castillians enjoy seafood. Fish, squid, crab, and baby eels
are common coastal cuisine. Paella is a popular recipe,
combining shrimp, lobster, chicken, ham, vegetables, and
rice, all garnished with generous amounts of spice. As one
travels inland, seafood plays is gradually replaced by such
meats as beef, chicken, goat, lamb, pork, and rabbit.

also customary to wear clogs

r Castillian lady wears a cloak or

the eyes, cheeks, and lips, the latter
r of wax to make

healthy and diverse than that of anyone else on the
continent. Grain, rice, vegetables, peppers, olives, sugar
beets, citrus, beef, pork, poultry, dairy products, and fish
are all of the highest quality... at least in unoccupied
Castille.

White bread can be found in every region of Castille, baked
in round loaves and served plain or with butter or cheese.
In the hot summer months, Castillians enjoy gazpacho, a
cold soup of strained tomatoes, olive oil, and spices. It is
usually enjoyed with bread cubes, onions, tomatoes, and
chopped cucumbers.
Due to an acute awareness of sanitary conditions, the water
in Castille is especially clean and readily served as a
beverage. Strong black coffee is also a popular drink, as is
heated chocolate, both held over from the days of Crescent
occupation.
Still, wine is the most popular drink in Castille by far,
offered with every meal except breakfast. Almost every
region of the country has at least one famous vineyard,
allowing Castille to export a sizable portion of Thkah’s wine
supply.

A new drink has recently gained popularity in Vaticine
s her crowning glory, treated daily
brushing and special care. Most
en weave their hair in a series of coifs,
tricate process which takes many

ade by the Vaticine Church
the like), Castille
hniques in all of
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City, an invention of Brother Carlos Fidel Sangre, a monk
known for his culinary creativity. The mixture of wine,
fruit juice, fruit, and water is further treated by a curious
method that causes the brew to fizz. Local taverns call it
sangre de Sangre or, more commonly, sangria. The drink‘s
bittersweet flavor and tantalizing “tickle” within the
throat have earned it a prominent place in meals across
Castille.

195.1

Leisure and Siesta
As a general rule, Castillians have a passionate disregard for

The pinnacle of the Castilli

boredom and solitude, placing great importance on leisure
activities and the tradition of siesta. Contrary to what many
outsiders believe, the customary siesta is one of the most
active periods of a Castillian’s day. This special time begins
when the sun reaches its zenith and usually lasts between
one and four hours, allowing workers to escape the often
unbearable afternoon heat. The day’s central meal is
enjoyed during siesta, and socializing with family and
friends is customary. It is also a period for communal
activities, like parades, street performances, dancing, and
“petty politics.”

The High King (Rex Castillium) has
all rules of nobility, establish and e
national investments, holidays, and taxes

Castillians enjoy many distractions, including games,
painting, novels, writing or memorizing poetry, and music.
Folk singing and dancing are also popular, and each region
has its own special songs and dances (see page 46 for more
about Castillian dancing), like the bolero, fandango, and
flamenco. Musicians are welcome in any home, providing
lively entertainment on castanets, guitars, and tambourines
(see page 48 for more about Castillian music).

Government

consideration to the
Church, who advise

- is neutralized (including be
to his responsibilities), those b
over in his stead.

This

is the current si

chosen to circumvent King Sand
him to a figurehead only, and se
City, where “he can do no more

In theory, Castille’s government is sound. The Dons are
firmly rooted in Castille’s political and legal system, and the
nation’s government follows the same model established
hundreds of years ago. But with the nation’s new leader
perpetually countermanded by his advisory cabinet,
coupled with the Montaigne invasion and increased
interaction with the rest of Theah, the system is slowly
breaking down.

El Concilio de Razon recen

The Hierarchy
One of the reasons that Castille’s government has
experienced so little change, and why the nation’s ruling
body is holding together under its current strain, is the
simplicity of its original model. While the hierarchy is not
clear, day-to-day life rarely depends on it, so if one level of
authority breaks down, those beneath it can continue
without an undue fuss.
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Technically on the same level

King and have the authority
and the alcalde (sheriffs who are
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crowri

oups are merely servants of the
any‘real power. They
ed by El Concilo de Razon. As long as
and not the Church, Sandoval will have

King’s resources (in this case, his land and

third-highest governmental body,
y makes law) are the gubenadores,
the time of the Old Empire, these
rs, having the role now given

(see below).Judges who preside over
duct are also gubenadores.
e are several more political tiers,

Courts
and the High Priests on the

e footsoldiers of the Church,

tille on horseback, these “title-less”
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The courts of Castille are very informal, like being at an
extended family gathering. Visitors are either accepted into
the family, or excluded. Castillian courts are straightforward
and friendly, considered more of a party than a duty. Court
is usually held during afternoon siesta. Guests exchange
small gifts between them, using the occasion to bargain or
politick. Large gifts can be seen as an insult, since they make
the receiver’s gift look cheap in comparison. Once a person
has mastered the art of gift giving, they’ve nearly mastered
Castillian diplomacy.
Physically, Castillian courts are generally open-air events,
and far smaller than found in other nations. The setting is
much like the attitude - community more than conspiracy.
Castillian gubenadores pride themselves on their

195.1

“professional courtesy” and are intensely devoted to
understanding opposing viewpoints (even if they do not
agree with them).

Laws and Justice
While laws come from the gubenadores (following the
dictates of the King or Church), it is up to the alcalde (and
sometimes recoucadores) to enforce them. There are four
kinds of legal courts in ThCah, each with its own jurisdiction
(crimes that it deals with). All four jurisdictions covetously
guard their territory against the others, and periodic
arguments about whose jurisdiction a crime falls in add to
the workload of the gubenadores.

Dons are held acco

Secular Courts
Secular courts deal with crimes against the kingdom and the
people. They deal with murder, theft, and treason, and are
the sole concern of the local region. Towns and cities
provide magistrates, executioners, and others, who answer
to the gubenador-judges within their territories.

Religious Courts
Religious courts deal with crimes against the Church of the
Prophets and crimes against Theus. While the Church
would like to begin trying secular crimes, it cannot afford to
lose political favor by violating the jurisdiction of the secular
courts. The Inquisition currently dominates religious courts,
trymg heresies of every variety.

No one save the King

intense sense of duty to Castille. It

Montaigne and

0th

Guild Courts
The Guilds have established their own courts to deal with
crimes between g d d members. These have only been in
existence for a little over two hundred years, and they have
struggled to gain jurisdiction within the religious and secular
courts.

Militay Courts
Military courts are strictly private affairs. Castillians believe
that every military branch must handle its own affairs in its
own way. Neither the Church nor the Crown meddles in the
affairs of the military; interfering with the pride of soldiers
is a little too dangerous for their tastes.
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dilute a legend’s ferocity by writing it down).
e were not invading Castille, its people

have a long-standing hostility toward Vodacce,

, ensures

that most Castillians
o with the Vodacce. Fate Witches

La Llorona (TheWoman W h o Cries)
Several hundred years ago, a legend arose of a woman who
had committed a great atrocity during a cold winter night
when food was scarce. She drowned her children to save
them from the agonizing fate of starvation, and then took
her own life out of grief. Her unspeakable act would not
allow her to pass into the afterlife, and she was sentenced to
roam the Castillian countryside forever, bemoaning the loss

parents admonish their offspring to lie fast asleep (whether
they are or not), lest La Llorona come to take them away.

To this day, no one has proven a link between any missing

e Usswans are both so far away that most

ave retained a nervous fascination

fiery death at the hands of the Inquisition. Soon after, the
same person appeared near Vaticine City saving a village
from a band of brigands. Numerous other stories about this
strange crusader soon arose all over the nation, most
romanticized and exaggerated to entertain the locals at a
cantina or in the village plaza. But all shared one element good deeds performed to protect the just and pious people
of Castille, regardless of their social class. Reports continued
to pour in and grow in popularity, and soon the mysterious
hero acquired the name “El Vago” (The Vagabond).
Then, one fateful day shortly after Good King Sandoval’s

and painless; El Vag0 dispatched the assassins with the aid
of Sandoval’s advisor, Don A n d r C s Aldana. Clad in a
purple cape and clothes, black hat, and white mask with a
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cheerful grin painted upon it, El Vag0 became more than a
plaza tale of heroism and adventure; he became a living
legend.

No one has been able to track down the crusader’s origins,
or where he vanishes to after his work is finished, but so far,
he always seems to be in the right place at the right time,
whenever someone is in need. No one can accurately
describe the crusader beyond his mask. Sometimes he
appears in multiple places at the same time, further tangling
the question of his identity. All Castillians rejoice, however,
that there someone out there watching over them, and that
- at any time - he might appear to aid them.
El Vag0 may be a person with superhuman abilities or a

guiding spirit in human form, protecting all of Castille’s
people. Regardless, El Vag0 has become a legend
embodying the Castillians’ resolve to remain free and enjoy
the liberties they have fought so long and hard for.

The following sections
Vaticine Church with
the Inquisition-fueled church emb
Castillian innovations, and a new gr
abandoned Church doctrine follow.

History
Over seve‘n hundred years after the
city, and almost fifty years after the first so
were made, a man walked
Senate, and spoke. His
secretary, and changed Thkah fo
haired and black-eyed, his smile
and warm.
The First Prophet was
immense task weighing heavily up

that transcended

fraternity with one’s fellow man. Fin
who would follow

side wherever he went.

Since the seat of Vaticine power shifted from Vodacce to
Castille almost six hundred years ago, the Church‘s
influence in this nation has been substantial. Most average
ThCans can no longer conceive of the two as independent
entities; they share resources, constituents, and ruling
bodies. With the exception of the Inquisition (which is
currently operating independently of everyone), Castille
and the Vaticine Church are one.
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the chance to speak to the gathered Senators. Smiling, as he
had been expecting the offer for months, the Prophet
agreed.
more had to be done, lest the sickness

am leaving you.” Stunned, they asked

in his actions, and he
that the message can

He arrived on the Senate floor and silenced the bickering
lawmakers by his very presence. They simply stopped
talking and turned to gape at this stranger who had
appeared in their midst. He told the Senators of the true
nature of the cosmos, of the Great Creator and his infinite
works, and of the eternal struggle for knowledge intended
for man upon this world. He presented them with the Seven
Deadly Sins that the Numans unwittingly committed
through their greedy and lustful actions, and of the fate that
awaited them should they fail to abandon the fruits of their
sins, and recognize their true roles as children of Theus.
Though at first amused by the newcomer, the Senate
quickly grew weary of his accusing words. One in particular,
Senator Castillus, angrily challenged his claims. “Who are

art from one another and
spread my word once
the Prophet’s request,
epped down from the
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armies at the end of time.
a, spreading tidings of joy

Imperial capital,
d soon gathered
his listeners was a
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I
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you that understands such t h g s ? ” he cried over the
constant bickering of his fellows.

“I am no one,” the Prophet said, “yet I bear the burden for
all.”
Castillus stoutly refused to accept the validity of the
Prophet’s message, spearheading the opposition within the
Senate. “If your god is as powerful as you say, ask him to
show us!” he finally demanded.
The slender newcomer fell silent then, as if taken by a
sudden sadness, and the House of the Senate calmed before
him. When the Prophet’s eyes finally rose to meet them each in turn - they had grown cold and hard, filled with
resolution. He walked to Castillus and gently touched his
hand.
The Senator froze for one moment and then jerked madly
into a series of twitching fits, spasming like a maddened
leper. His colleagues erupted into frightened clamor once
more - all but one, whose name was Tobias, and who had
been sitting near Castillus. Unafraid or uncaring, he knelt
down beside the ravaged man and tried to comfort him,
and the spasms promptly ended.
When the screaming passed and all eyes were focused upon
the Prophet again, one of the Senators called out, “That is
Tobias the Meek. What has he done to Castillus?”
“He has done nothing that you should not have yourselves,”
the Prophet answered. “He has demonstrated courage, an
understanding that he and a person in peril are part of the
same organism, and due the same respect.”
“But you caused this!” the Senator returned. “You made
Castillus ill!”
“No. I have given him a slft - the chance to see what awaits
him should he not repent his sinful ways. I have shown him
the most awful thing that can happen to a mortal man.”
“You... monster!” Castillus shrieked, and lunged forward,
white flames exploding forth from his arms and eyes.
Together, the leaders of the Old Republic assaulted the
unassuming Prophet with one volley of sorcerous might
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followers to do so as well. And he fasted several times a
month, according to a complex and very methodical
worshipping practice. There was no hunting (in reverence of
Theus' Creation, and to develop mercy), unnecessary
foraging (so as not to be wasteful), or even weapons usage
(so that people could abandon their hostilities).
Perhaps the most controversial aspect of Malak's ministry
came after he and his Witnesses had traveled to most of the
established churches of ThCah. He preached that all races
should be treated equally, regardless of creed or culture,
which - in itself - was no different than his predecessor. But
he also alleged that the sole avenue to salvation lay in a
pilgrimage back into the Empire of the Crescent Moon,
something most looked on with evident dread.

By this time, the Imperator had learned of this supposed
Prophet and immediately ordered that the man be brought
to b.
He was uncertain whether this interloper was truly
who he claimed to be, and wished to avoid any chance of
a mistake. He sent out a squad of soldiers to apprehend
him, confident that this new fraud would be little match for
them.
They returned several days later, unharmed but without the
Prophet. They told the Imperator that they had descended
suddenly upon him,but were unable to reach him behind
the ten he called "Witnesses." When they had tried to use
their sorcery upon him, he had shrugged it off. Now
worried, the Imperator ordered for an army to be massed
against the impostor.
But the angel that had come to Malak had also told him that
he could not be hurt as long as his faith remained true.
When the army came, Mal& stood without fear before
them, sure of his inner strength. He was taken into custody,
interrogated, and imprisoned for an entire year while his
Witnesses pleaded his case before the Imperator.
Throughout, he was never heard to speak.
Imperial records show that the morning of Primus 1, AV
306 was calm and clear. The sun had just crested the eastern
mountains when one of the guards of the garrison where
Malak the Prophet had been incarcerated saw something
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descending from the clouds. When the guard recovered
from the experience many weeks later, he told the
Imperator’s court that the image looked like a glowing
blanket of light, flowing out across the sky and blotting out
the blue.
None are sure what the being was, but by mid-morning,
Malak had escaped his cell, leaving only a smoldering pile
of rubble behind. The next time he was spotted was with a
gathering of his Witnesses at Monte Joyas, where they had
called for any constituents unhappy with the degradation of
their Church to follow them into the sands.
Interest in the Crescent’s message had swelled unexpectedly
while he was jailed. Where it seemed that only a handful
had listened just a short time before, over 40,000
surrounded the little hill to join in his holy pilgrimage.
Together, he and his Witnesses led the gathered faithful
through the mountains and toward the Empire of the
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The Third Prophet condoned experimentation, especially
when attached to theoretical science, preaching that the
only true way to comprehend the Eternal Puzzle was by
testing one’s limits. He adopted herbahsm over bleeding
and other archaic forms of medicine, claiming that it “fed
the body, and brought it back into balance.”
But most importantly, the Third Prophet was extreme in his
judgment of others, particularly regarding their faith. He
coined the term “infidel”, telling his followers that those
outside the Church of the Prophets were flatly wrong, and
subject to punishment for it. “They have tried time and time
again to do the same to US,” he counseled. “Why have we
stood idly by and watched our brothers and sisters cut
down? Why have we accepted the deaths of the First and
Second Prophets without bloodshed?”

This sentiment eventually led to one of the bloodiest
periods in history. Over the course of nine years, Theah
(especially Castille) suffered two wars - one to rid
themselves of the “infidel” influence of the Crescent Empire
and another between the ancestral home of the Vaticine
Church (Vodacce) and that of the Third Prophet himself
(Castille).Details of these war can be found in the Castillian
history section, pages 13-22.

The Death of the Hierophant
In 1665, the Hierophant grew ill and died following a trip to
Montaigne. Shortly thereafter, Cardinal d‘kgeneau - the
head of the Church in Montaigne - disappeared, followed
quickly by the nine archbishops beneath them. No one
knows what happened to them, but until the archbishops
turn up, Cardinal d’Argeneau cannot be replaced... and
without a full complement of Cardinals, the Church cannot
elect a new Hierophant.

In the wake of these events, the Inquisition has risen to fill
King, who sided with
his precious holdings and the
them. And they had seen their
ed by his radical obsession with
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the power vacuum, replacing Church’s traditional values
with their own extremist agenda. They have seized Church
assets, declared an end to scientific learning, and clamped
down on dissent both in Castille and elsewhere. The
outcome of this crises - and the future direction of the
Vaticine Church - is still very much in doubt.
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More information on the Hierophant’s disappearance and
its fallout can be found in the 7th Sea basic books and the
Montaigne sourcebook.

The Scientific Revolution in Castille
“The world is a puzzle, and the key to enlightenment.”
- Book of the Prophet, Volume I, Verse Nine
The Church of the Prophets has always been about reason,
not emotion. It collectively believes that emotion muddles
human perception, and is therefore not as virtuous as the
product of a human mind. “Seek what is within,” they
admonished, “and resist the temptations of what is without.”
Before the coming of the Third Prophet, all forays into the
realm of experimentation attempted to change the person,
and not his environment. Before the advent of modern
thinking (dubbed the “Scientific Revolution” by Castillian
scholars), the Church believed that they could pur+
individuals through the pseudo-scientific operations
intended to alter the tangible world. Alchemy is the best
example of this mindset - a perceived attempt to distill the
corruption from one’s soul as the by-product of a series of
physical reactions.
The Third Prophet forever altered the way that people
looked at the world around them. He renounced quackery,
claiming that treatments like bleeding were both barbaric
and harmful. He endorsed learning in all forms and helped
found the first modern universities. He paved the way for
six hundred years of scientifk progress.

This transition did not happen overnight, however. It took
decades before his unfamiliar theories gained a foothold
anywhere but among his colleagues, and it would be
literally centuries before the world began to benefit from his
insight. The scientific movement was most popular in
Castille, perhaps because it pleased their meticulous
aesthetic. It has flourished within their borders ever since;
many of the most industrious inventions and brilliant minds
emerged from Castillian ranks.
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allowed Theah’s learning curve to continue - along with
Castille’s well-oiled public education system. Under the
guise of “controlled learning”, students are taught the basic
philosophies, sciences, and arts by men and women of the
Vaticine cloth. They are also trained in the importance of
“diplomatic secrecy” and “intellectual freedom” along the
way.
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Medical Innovations
Castillians enjoy the highest degree of sanitation in ThCah.
Church scholars have trained people to wash their hands
and take other simple precautions to prevent disease and
infection. Sanitary conditions have also improved, with
aqueducts and irrigation systems in place all across Castille.
Diagnosis, treatment, and surgery have taken drastic leaps
forward, as the Church continues to study the means and
methods of the human body. Nearly all churches are now
equipped with rudimentary medical supplies, which the
clergy use in case of emergencies, and families learn how to
help each other in monthly presentations.

Church Embargoes
The Church has alway:maintained international embargoes
upon “sinful” items and “infidels.” Before the Inquisition’s
rise to power, these embargoes took the form of a group of
bishops and alcalde assigned to every major seaport and
inland city. These groups would search suspect cargoes and
interrogate potential infidels, taking violators into custody
and destroying heretical texts and possessions. The system
worked, albeit with some sigdicant shortcomings, since it
relied upon the judgment of the bishops and alcalde.
Today, the Inquisition has fortified the Church‘s borders,
supplementing the existing guard stations with units of
Castillian soldiers, and arming them with the best weapons
available. Additional stations have been erected all along
sensitive borders -between the major seaports on southern
ThCah and on the shores of the Vodacce keys. Their
objective is the complete isolation of the Crescent Empire,
ensuring that the “heathen” culture does not spread to the
rest of ThCah. These stations are manned only by devout
Vaticines (and in many cases, fanatic members of the
Inquisition).

Syrneth artifacts, too, are diffic
far less influence on the western
and Avalon supporting the Explorer’s
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Many Castillian nobles disregard these embargoes out of
patriotism (honoring age-old trade agreements), greed, or
belief that the actions of the Inquisition are wrong. Other
holes spring up as well canny smugglers have found
alternate routes to the Crescent Empire and Crescent goods
regularly appear on the ThCan black market.
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“General.” Marco’s return was cold and rigid, filled with
contempt and self-loathing begging for a target.
“Settling in to your new role already, I see,” du Toille
mocked. “How is the life of a ruler?”

“I rule nothing,” Ochoa responded, with as much dignity as
he could muster.
“Temper, temper,” the general purred. Then, turning back
to his attachk, he continued, “Perhaps the legends of
Castillian irascibility were not altogether untrue.”
The attach6 - a morbid little troll named Garnier - smiled
widely at his master’s wit, grating ever further upon Marco’s
fragile composure.
ughout Rancho Ochoa tolled the
soldiers and the nobles they
.ch thunderous strike resounded
eets, fueling the fury of the
I their prey.
cony high above the sparring

apidly spreading flames. Its walls
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that the attack would be
utmost care, and every precaution
sure minimum casualties. AU Marco

ce rasped with the sharp edge of a
qois Etalon du Toille,
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“You are scavengers, du Toille, not worthy of my anger.”
“Self-loathing does not suit nobility,” du Toille jabbed. An
excellent maneuver in other circumstances - enough to
awaken the worst answer from the best of men.
Thoughtlessly, Don Marco Ochoa tore the end of the
palace’s heavy curtains around his left arm while his right
hand shot out for his blade. In a moment, Garnier was
buried beneath eighty pounds of imported fabric and du
Toile was staring down the edge of a thin rapier point. But
Ochoa had no intention of engaging du Toille’s obviously
superior swordsmanship. He had one chance to send a
message back with the general, and he wanted to make it
count.
Marco felt the hilt of his rapier jar into du Toille’s brow, and
a split-second later, the Montaigne’s howls filled the throne
room. The general recoiled, his skull and face a shattered
mockery to match his slurs.
Don Marco whirled to receive the attack he knew was
coming, but was thrust into darkness as the heavy tapestry
wrapped around him. He lost his footing and fell into
Garnier’s dagger thrusts, one after another into his side.
The Castillian felt himself lifted for a moment, followed by
a long and terrible descent. Several agonizing moments
later, he joined the futile defense of the town below.
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Good King Sandoval
Salvador Bejarano de Sandoval never wanted to be king.
He never thought he’d have to shoulder the awesome
responsibility of governing his nation. That was for his
brother: wise and canny, intelligent and decisive,Javier had
every quality a good king needed. As the youngest son,
Salvador could indulge in the courtier’s life, serving as an
advisor or diplomat while Javier made the important
decisions. The prospect suited him.
Then it all went awry. First, their father fell ill, lapsing into
a lengthy coma and leaving Javier to serve as regent. Then
Javier himself disappeared one night, which placed Salvador
- at the tender age of thirteen - as the nominal ruler. The
king died just a few weeks later, sealing Salvador’s doom.
He was now the king of Castille.
Since then, he has had to weather one crisis after another.
The Montaigne invasion was raging and his generals
awaited orders. The Church had lost the Hierophant and
was desperately trying to reaffirm its authority. Courtiers
and diplomats all sought to bend hlm to their will. He found
himself hamstrung by the very people who were supposed
to help him, and there have been three attempts on his life
that he knows about. He doesn’t like to dwell on the
possibility of more.
The amazing thing is how well he has survived all of these
trials. Although the Church refuses to grant him his rightful
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after almost three years, and his lack
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unfit child.
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Andres Bejarano del Aldana
In contrast to the quiet fanaticism of Cardinal Verdugo
(q.v.), AndrCs Aldana is friendly and open-minded.
Aldana’s father was a prominent judge who believed that
the letter of the law must never override its intent. He taught
his son that those in power should remember the subjects
beneath them, and act with compassion in all things. Young
AndrCs learned well, and his kind-eyed empathy eventually
landed him a position as Castille’s chief diplomat. Many a
foreign dignitary had their fears assuaged by his honest face,
and while he could lie like a Crescent spice dealer if he had
to, he rarely did. People tended to trust him enough to do
the right thing.
He was recalled from Montaigne at the beginning of the
war to serve as Prince Javier’s advisor. When the elder
regent vanished, he became young Sandoval’s confidant,
and eventual senior advisor. With the exception of Verdugo,
there is no one the young monarch relies upon more. While
Verdugo speaks of the nation, Aldana speaks of her people
and the government’s need to ease their suffering. His
smooth tongue and honest smile are a sharp foil for
Verdugo’s icy logic; the two provide a strong balance for
Good King Sandoval to work with. Aldana realizes that
Verdugo is sometimes right, but considers the Cardinal too
dangerous to give any ground at all. He argues vehemently
against Verdugo at all times, on principle if for no other
reason.

a

no del Aldana
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He regularly journeys across the countryside, speaking to
the common people and listening to their concerns. He’s
found it helps to put a human face on large-scale problems
and he enjoys the contact with ordinary Castillians. Every
time he leaves, however, King Sandoval must rely solely on
Verdugo for advice. Aldana has often had to cut his trips
short to prevent the Cardinal from producing some
oppressive edict in the king’s name.
While he is loyal to King Sandoval, he secretly harbors a
condescending pity towards his liege. The poor boy is
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clearly too young to rule effectively, and needs his help until
he has the experience to govern on his own. He’s wise
enough to keep his feelings hidden, however; Sandoval
needs all the confidence he can get.
Aldana is a tall, modestly handsome man with a well-built
frame. His largish nose is offset by a wide smile and warm
gray eyes that others find charming. His gentle voice is
instantly calming, and he rarely raises it, even when angry.
He moves slowly and deliberately, but can act with amazing
speed when it suits him, his swordsmanship is quite
accomplished. Like most nobles, he plays close attention to
his appearance, and always dresses in the height of fashion.
He’s not particularly vain, but recognizes the need to make
a good impression.

Don lavier Rios del Guzman
Years aio, Javier was an important scholar and professor in
Vaticine City. With a position of importance and influence,
Javier turned out some of Castille’s brightest minds. For
almost ten years he diligently worked in the fields of
philosophy and literature, helping to promote a better
understanding of human nature. Protests, rallies, and
forums were all his purview: to attend and sometimes
orchestrate.
Then, in 1652, Javier was involved in an assembly that
would forever alter his standing with the Castilian nobility.
Although the details are sketchy - few witnessed the act Javier and a few students apparently broke into a library
and burned several hundred books in the North Wing of La
Ciencia. A few weeks later, Javier resigned and took his
knowledge to Avalon.
Javier found himself at the University of Kirkwall, a quiet
school far away from Castille’s political turmoil. He
continued instructing those who would listen, although he
had lost his verve for teaching and intellect. All around him,
the land was merry and jocular, not the place for a
brooding, introspective philosopher.
But even malaise created by Glamour can be overcome,
and Javier eventually grew excited by his trade again.
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estate, and that Vodacce smugglers are helping him move
contraband through Rancho Aldana.
Javier is a small, rotund man with heavy-lidded eyes. He
wears his beard in a goatee, unlike most of his countrymen,
and his clothes are somewhat dated. Javier speaks with soft
authority and can enrapture an entire room with his voice.
He is among the most erudite Dons in Castille, and can out
argue almost anyone.

Cardinal Esteban Verdugo
U

Verdugo’s first epiphany came when he was five years old.
His mother took him to the church in the small town where
they lived, to pray for the soul of his dead father. As he
knelt by the altar, he saw the s d g h t streaming through the
beautiful stained glass windows in front of him.He saw a
winged angel descend from the clouds and appear in front
of him.The angel claimed to be the voice of Theus, and
told young Esteban that he was destined for great things things that no one else in the world was capable of. Then
the angel gave him a brief glimpse of heaven’s glory.
When he came to, his mother told him that he had had a
seizure. He knew she had not seen the vision, but it was all
right. He would see for her. As soon as he was old enough,
he enrolled in the local Vaticine school with the intention of
becoming a priest.
He moved steadily up the Church’s ranks, using a
combination of zeal and intellect to impress his superiors.
Initially, his peers were disturbed by his intense fervor, so he
learned to hide them behind a facade. The Hierophant saw
through the mask, however, and appointed Verdugo to a
position where his zeal would do the most good: the
Inquisition. Here, the young priest saw a chance to save
countless souls, more perhaps than at any time since the
First Prophet. He worked tirelessly to eliminate heresy in all
its forms. Sometimes, he was asked to conduct gruesome
torture or destroy a priceless work of art. He did it all
without questioning. The beauty he marred brought no
tears to his eyes, nor did the terrible pain he inflicted. All
that mattered were the souls he was saving; their agony
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would buy than salvation. After ten years, he was promoted
to the rank of Grand High Inquisitor.
When the Hierophant vanished, he was visited by another
vision. In it, he saw the armies of Legion march across
ThCah to do battle with the righteous souls risen from their
graves. He watched them clash and wheel, burying all of
civilization beneath their feet. Then, when the carnage had
reached its crescendo, he saw all of them - sinner and
savior alike - consumed by the overpowering light of Theus
himself. He awoke screaming, bathed in sweat, but knew
immediately what he must do. He issued a public
declaration that the coming of the Fourth Prophet was at
hand, and ordered the Inquisition to begin its current
campaign of terror.
His actions since then have been well-documented: the
Inquisition has become the dominant power in the Church,
fighting to prepare as many souls as possible for the End.
Between torturing heretics into confessions and destroying
“wasteful”pieces of learning, Verdugo has kept busy. Some
whisper that his actions hide political ambitions - that he
desires nothing less than the Castillian throne. Prince
Javier’s mysterious disappearance and the Church‘s refusal
to acknowledge King Sandoval have lent credence to these
rumors, despite his repeated denials.
Esteban is a tall man with a gentle face and a short black
beard. He dresses in red cardinal’s robes and carries a large
leather-bound copy of the Book of the Prophets. Verdugo’s
advice emphasizes the good of the whole over individual
suffering, and he keeps the king focused on cold, hard
reality whenever possible. He speaks with quiet smugness,
and uses logical arguments to jus@ horrlfylng acts of
brutality. Few people have ever seen him lose his temper,
and his manners are impeccable at all times. He seems to
believe he’s doing the right thing and in all fairness, his
advice has probably kept the country from losing the war.
Verdugo conducts himself with absolute confidence. He
knows that he has saved more people from Legion’s flames
than anyone else in history. Theus will remember his noble
deeds, just as He promised in that boyhood vision so long
ago.
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The Castillians have a saying:
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ame El Malvado by virtue

general had done, he ordered his troops into the flaming
wreckage, hoping to rescue the captured civilians.

Malvado’s life was
his homeland, and his
ed inside San Juan by the Montaigne
Etalon du Toille (see page 72). Lorenzo
d by Don Montoya just
and he saw the curls of
e where his family had
the vicious Montaigne

None of Lorenzo’s soldiers survived the ordeal. They
perished in a futile effort to stop the massacre and their
bodies were burned along with the other citizens of San
Juan. The ruins of the city were abandoned by the
Montaigne army, leaving only a small garrison to stand
guard over the ruins.
Then, several weeks ago, a message was delivered to
General du Toille - on a scarlet kerchief. Stitched into the
cloth was a simple quote from the Book of the Prophets:
“The deeds of the wicked will return upon them a
thousandfold.” The general paid the missive no mind, and
continued his assault upon La Muralla al Ultimo. Several
days later, a soldier went missing. A search turned him up
in a nearby copse of trees - his body burned black by fire.
Soon, other soldiers went missing or turned up dead; every
one of them had been at the massacre at San Juan.
General du Toille and his men have since doubled their
patrols, hoping to stop the attacks, but have so far been
unable to thwart the assassin. The attacks do not follow any
pattern, save focus on veterans of San Juan. Even the few
men recalled to Montaigne were killed, flames consuming
the wagons that carried them.
The few eye-witness accounts of the attacker match those of
the famed El Vago, but General du Toille has dismissed
such reports out of hand. “El Vago, for all that he opposes
us, is not a killer,” du Toille asserts, and many Castillians
agree, Others have begun to wonder if perhaps El Malvado
was El Vag0 all along, and has gone over the edge since the
loss of his family.

,ked”)
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Don Lorenzo was a dark, devastatingly handsome man with
silky black hair and bright hazel eyes. He dressed
impeccably and moved with the sinewy grace of a dancer.
He often wore a rose or other flower in his lapel, and had
a voice like a choir of angels. No one has seen El Malvado’s
face since the Battle of San Juan, but rumors maintain that
he was scarred horribly by the flames and now wears a
hooded cloak to hide his shame. No one has been able to
verlfy it, however, and his victims aren’t talking.
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Admiral Enrique Orduiio
The Orduiios have long been associated with the Castillian
Navy, but they suffered an immense loss of prestige during
the disastrous assault on Avalon in 1659. The king
appointed their family patriarch to lead the attack;
Hernando Orduiio had spent his career advising the royal
court, but had no practical experience on the water. History
has noted his folly and he did not live to return to port.
Among the ships under his command was a small vessel
captained by his nephew Enrique. The younger Orduiio
piloted his ship well, but one ship alone could not undo
what destiny had foretold. He took command of the
shattered armada, led the survivors back to Castille, and
reported his uncle’s death to the king. He then begged for
the opportunity to make amends, but King Salvador would
not hear of it. Crown Prince Javier became the new High
Admiral of the Navy and the Ordufios were relegated to
other commands. Enrique burned with the humiliation his
family had suffered.

- those who continue to be
ruin - and cast them
they will be the final arbiter
court.
Enrique is a small, swarthy Castillian in his
a sharp beard and dark eyes creased from
horizon. He could sail a ship almost befor
and has spent more
land. He wears dark
the formal uniform for pr
consummate military man, he obeys his superiors to th

When Prince Javier disappeared, he again asked to be
placed in charge of the Castillian Navy. Good King
Sandoval reluctantly agreed, despite the vocal protests of
those who remembered 1659. Enrique swore to erase the
shame his uncle had left, and restore the Castillian navy to
its former place of glory.
The war with Montaigne made things easier. With the
country on a military footing, he quickly procured the funds
he needed, and set about building new ships in every port
that could support them. For two years, he watched the
armada grow, stuck behind a planner’s desk and impatient
to get back to sea. Even meeting his wife Margaretta could
not dim his passion for proving himself.
Now, at last, his plans have come to fruition. A new
Castillian navy has been refurbished and awaits his
command to set sail. His priorities have shifted slightly: with
the Montaigne blockading the occupied half of his country,
he cannot seek retribution against the Avalons. Still,
I’Empereur’s navy makes a fine target. He plans to make an
example of them that all the world will remember. Orduiio
has heard the doubts that still ring through the royal palace
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from those beneath him. He
@et fervor burns in his eyes.
h he rarely speaks of it, and
ts at the deep feelings below the surface.
e combination of calm detachment and
n makes him the commander his country

e feisty Margaretta, is the perfect match to
st love was music, and she
fore she could read. When the
she found dancing. The
d her, and her father, Don
Soldano, brought nomads to his
assionate style. By the time she
ered several difficult techniques,
abande. Then at last, when
ourse, she discovered swordsmanship:
s that she had learned so well.
lore enthusiastic pupil.

eye on any threats to her husband. Enrique and Margaretta
are very good for each other. She’s helped him express his
hidden emotions, while he has helped control her wilder
side. Both have become more complete through the
marriage.
Margaretta is a tall, beautiful woman with long black hair.
Countless hours of practice have left her in excellent
physical shape, and while her swordsmanship is still
developing, her natural abilities more than make up for it.
She usually dresses in a modified dancer’s outfit that
permits freedom of movement without losing a noble’s style.

d p e d her father on his
st, she simply entertained his
proved, she became a
It:

was busy in Tarago building a
:ome to gauge his progress.
the grim, methodical sailor
epr MS passions so ngnuy bottled, and the two began
ly. Her father disapproved of the
political star was in decline, but
to his daughter before and wasn’t
e pair were wed on the day the
del Castille, launched to sea.

El Corazdn as her husband’s first
ig her natural swordsman’s skills
f seamanship. The crew respects
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Margaretta Ordufio
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She smiles easily and her rich throaty laugh rises at the
slightest amusement. Her smile turns sharper when she’s
threatened or bullied. Margaretta is considerably intelligent
and has a natural curiosity that almost overpowers her
sometimes: she devours knowledge like a starving man
devours food.

the Invisible College), t
his mountain villa to arrest
Vaticine Church and the peop
in which the unsuspecting e
Alvara’s formidable skill with
finest minds became a
Over the last two
research despite the
helped others escape the oppression of
Church. He has gone un
resources of his extended
has established all across
moves constantly, always
and filters all his
through the ranks of
Arciniega’s most recent (and pub
reflecting telescope, which he
few months ago. The ramifica
the fact that it has occurred beneath the
announcement that all forms o
heretical, and punishable by de

Alvara Arciniega
The rogue swordsman and theorist known as Alvara
Arciniega (see the Knowledge section of the Player chapter
in the 7th Sea Phyers’ Guide), is among the foremost pioneers
of the scientific revolution. His work in the fields of
mathematics and the natural sciences has helped to forge
modern philosophy, he was part of the Castilian nobility who
supported the construction of the famed Arciniega University
in Altamira (see page 42), and his strong political stance has
aided countless others in the pursuit of knowledge.
But as of the summer of 1666, Alvara Arciniega is a hunted
man, one of the most widely sought targets of the
Inquisition. His open criticism of the new Church doctrine
(particularly their self-imposed administration of scientific
development) ensured him a place as one of the first
“enemies of the Church.” Shortly after his discovery of an
entire spectrum of colors within a single ray of white light
(which was later released to the public through members of
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ndel merchant leagues have

th with which to continue his
sources available only
even acquired several
items, transported illegally across
rs in the cargo holds of pirate corsairs.
dextrous fingers and
shaves his hair short to hide the
ars a long, flowing wig when not
older behind his pince-nez
. Since his run-in with the

Inquisition, he’s carried a dueling sword with him at all
times. During his few public appearances, he complements
it with a brace of loaded pistols.

Salvador Garcia
The revered headmaster of La Ciencia university spent the
first fifiy years of his life as any good Castillian would: he
loved his family, attended church devoutly, and tried his
best to make the world a better place. The Vaticines offered
him an unparalleled chance to study the world‘s mysteries,
both as a teacher and a priest. He took his vows on his
eighteenth birthday, taught his first class on his twenty-third,
and penned his first book on his thirtieth. He reveled in the
scientific glories around him while simultaneously
preaching the power of Theus to an ever-increasing flock.
The Church saw him as one of its brightest stars and raised
him quickly through its ranks; even as a bishop, he took
time out from his busy schedule to teach classes at La
Ciencia.
But as the years went by, secret doubts began to steal into
his soul. He saw the Church abuse its authority and the
Inquisition destroy lives in the name of Theus. When the
Hierophant died, the institution he had devoted his entire
life to exploded into political infighting. It was more than he
could take. With one of his two loves rapidly collapsing, he
turned to the other for solace. He used his considerable
clout to remove himself from the Vaticine mess, and took a
job as Headmaster of La Ciencia.

ga
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Since then, Garcia has pushed strongly for the continuation
of scientific research and conducted as many experiments
as the current political climate will allow. As his academic
duties have engulfed him, he has grown increasingly
disillusioned with the Church. While his belief in Theus has
never wavered, he has come to see the Vaticine Church and to some extent., organized religion in general - as an
obscene monster corrupting all that it touches. He has even
penned a treatise on the matter, “A Need For Doubt”, which
declares that atheism is necessary for religion to be truly
just. The paper could get him burned as a heretic, but also
has the potential to start a revolution in secular thinking. He
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remaining years. There’s little le
harm him.

Alicia is a rising st
matadora in the nati

Distressed at her beh
was tutored in the
behavior. She acquired
her flamenco dancing
donned a workman
and his men. Mo
distractions. Fortunately, they we
her father’s herd

Salvador Garcia
hasn’t published it yet (he’s waiting for the proper time), but
he plans to do so soon.
Garcia is a small, elderly man with thinning gray hair and
an academic’s wardrobe. A lifetime of care has worn its way
into his face, and deep worry lines spread out from his eyes.
His well-made clothes emphasize durability and usually
smell of laboratory chemicals. He speaks quietly and
carefully, but rarely backs down from his convictions.
Garcia looks back on a life well-led and has few regrets. He
doesn’t fear dying, nor is he worried about his last
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removed her hat, revealing
d a head of long, dark hair.

even the fiercest rival. How can mere sabotage overcome
what Theus has decreed?

has toured Castille, her fame
erformance. Streets are crowded as she
she is rather unpopular with
dors; some have even publicly
tion of their art. Mysterious events
contesh, from faulty equipment to
d to feel no pain. To Alicia, it doesn’t matter.
calling, and her talents outshine

Alicia is tall and spry, with well developed physical skills
and amazing dexterity. She wears her hair in a bun when
bullfighting, but normally it streams down past her
shoulders. Her silky brown eyes shine with joy and she
speaks with the satisfaction of someone who loves what
she’s doing. She has received countless offers of marriage,
but has yet to answer any of them. That was her parents’
plan; why should she adhere to it?

ll
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Luis Rafael Dominguez de San Angelo
Luis Rafael was an orphan, and lived the early years of his
life hand-to-mouth on the streets of San Angelo. But at the
age of six, his wit and vivacity caught the attention of the
local Don, Alejandro Dominguez, who was without children
of his own. He and his wife, Floriana, took Luis on as a
ward, and loved him as their own son. On his seventh
birthday, he was legally adopted into Castille’s nobility.
The remainder of Luis’ childhood was spent in bliss,
pursuing such hobbies as boating and horseback riding, and
learning to play the guitar with his mother. He learned from
Castille’s best private instructors and attended the Aldana
school when he was of age. A natural with the blade, Luis
mastered the basic techniques of dueling, and improvised
with equal flourish.
It was no surprise when the gifted youth was accepted to La
Universidad de San Angelo. Accepting only meager
financial aid from his family, he moved into a loft above a
tavern and studied with the intention of joining the
priesthood.
But it was not to be. One fateful night, Luis was disturbed
from his lessons by screams. Without pause, he grabbed his
sword and ran into the street, confronting a gang of seven
rowdy sailors who had surrounded a pretty young woman.
Luis was a blur of motion, killing three and dispatching the
others with little trouble. Between sobs, the girl said that one
of the fleeing ruffians had stolen her bracelet, a family
-

___ - - -
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Being a Knight of the Rose and Cross
true calling. He quickly gained honor
order, performing feats of heroism with unparalleled zeal.
legend in his own time.
But then the Montai

evading the enemy, they made their way on foo
of his father’s lan

dead hands. The Montaigne had shot him fr
while he tried to defend his home.

shade tree on the edge of their property.
sword between them, along with his Knightly
tabard. He no longer felt worthy to bear the se
and Cross.
Ever Since, Luis has wandered

Luis Rafael Dominguez de San Angelo

noble, his conscienc
bond. Luis remains
to advertise them.

heirloom; less than six hours later, Luis returned the
ornament.
The young woman was Sybil Morgan, the daughter of an
Avalon diplomat. Grateful for the Castillian’s aid, Sir
Morgan petitioned Luis to the Knightly Order of the Rose
and Cross. After his entrance, Luis was shocked to discover
that his adopted father belonged to the order as well (retired
in good standing).Proud that his son had achieved the same
honor with little or no help, Alejandro Dominguez
presented Luis with the family’s sword, a beautiful
masterpiece that had been passed down for generations.
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still carries himself with dignity. He keeps his clothes neat
and his wits about him.He refuses to drink or indulge
other temptations. Luis’s voice is flat and hard, and while

he’s just another sword for hire.
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Many long moments passed before the silence in the room
revived him from his memories. Verdugo and Aldana had
stopped talking, apparently content with their arguments.
“We shall see him,” Sandoval commanded. No further
explanation was required. The King observed Verdugo, but
could glean no reaction to his decree. Moments later, Don
Ochoa knelt before the court, his head bent low in shame.

“King Sandoval,” Efron began, “I humbly request that you
consider my words before judging my family. Though it
pains me to admit it, my own son was responsible for the
ease of the Montaigne invasion; the rest were uninvolved.
Condemn me as well if you must, but I beg that you relieve
my wife and brothers from this horrible sentence.”

hed a little deeper into his
rs argued. Over an hour the dispute had
e Ochoa patriarch should be allowed
ording to the Don, his son
Castille to the Montaigne.
ce to redeem his disgraced
o was firm on the matter.

Verdugo awaited the King’s gesture to proceed, then
approached the captive with delicate grace. He let his
prophet’s cross fall before the Ochoa’s eyes, and waited for
the image to register before speaking. “Don Ochoa’s request
is equitable,” he said finally, his voice firm and clear. ”The
Church accepts his proposal.”

our Highness. They are without
rve our hospitality. We are
eir patriarch‘s pleas - here or
:h recognizes only their betrayal.”

Sandoval’s eyes widened in surprise at the Cardinal’s
acquiescence. He turned to the guards and nodded, sealing
the agreement. Don Ochoa was led off by Church officials,
words of gratitude trailing behind him.

el Aldana shared the Cardinal’s passion,

aim. “Have we forgotten our pledge to the
nor brotherhood over bias? We are

emn an entire family?”

e lost in the maelstrom. The prospect

ng winters in their northern retreats.
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Cardinal Verdugo and an aide observed Ochoa through the
bars of his cell deep beneath the palace at San Cristobal.
The Cardinal had considered his words carefully, choosing
each one for its own individual merits. “The Church has
forgiven you, Efron...”
Don Ochoa made to speak, but Verdugo silenced him,
raising a single finger to his lips for emphasis. “The Church
has forgiven you, and believes you should not have to bear
this burden alone.” Welling fear settled into Efron’s stomach
as Verdugo turned to the Bishop with him and commanded,
“Find all of Efron’s blood, and ensure that they join him in
Paradise.”
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Fate Witches have a particular form of reading they use to
give their querent a general idea of what his destiny is like.
They use a 5-card spread from the Sorte deck in a cross
formation to accomplish this.
The first card is the querent’s Strength. This embodies his
most noble quality.
The second card is the querent’s Weakness. This shows his
greatest flaw.
The third card is the querent’s Past. This shows an
important event that helped make him who he is.
The fourth card is the querent’s Present. This shows his
current situation.
The fifth card is the querent’s Future. This shows him an
important event that is fast approaching in his life that he
should be prepared for.
Normally, the first and second cards are selected from the
Greater Arcana, while the other three cards are selected
from the two suits from the Minor Arcana that are the most
sigdicant to the querent. Fate Witches traditionally leave
the Court Cards out of these readings, since they s i p f y
events that cannot be controlled.

one. Then roll once each on th
number).

Past
These are the events that have s
him who he is. Some

Ace of Cups: You
and have been raised to fo
the Faith Advantage for

Two of Cups: You
friend. You played together, got into

Connection Advantage for fi
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scovered the taste

Ten of Cups: After years of dedication
and service, you have secured a position
in the Church of the Prophets. You gain
the Ordained Advantage for free.

Ace of Swords: The War with
sis of Faith Background for
lder brother went to
th Montaigne, and his
o one knows his

Montaigne virtually wiped out your whole
village. You found the commander who
was responsible for the carnage, and he
defeated you single-handedly. Ever since
then, you have been trying to track him
down and exact revenge for his villainous
deeds. It has been some time, and your
one consolation is that he is not getting
any younger. You gain a %point Defeated
Background for free.

Two of Swords: As a political favor,
you received membership in the
Swordsman’s Guild. You gain the
Membership:
Swordsman’s
Guild
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and still bear the stain of dishonor. You lose 5 points of
Reputation and gain a 2-point Hunting Background for free.

Five of Cups: Yo
have lost contact w

Six of Swords: Three years ago, you journeyed to

Seven of Swords: When you were a child, your aunt
had you keep an eye on her rival. You gain the Spy Skill for
free.

Eight of Swords: A few years ago, you were falsely
arrested for steahg the ring of a nobleman. You escaped
from prison after only a week, but have not been forgotten
by the authorities. You start play with a 2-point Wanted
Background.

Eight of Cups:
gain the Priest Skill

growth was stunted. You gain the Small Advantage for free.
it off. Roll an exploding die. You begin the game with that
many fewer Guilders than you otherwise would.

muscle mass than it does; you h

Present
These events represent situations that your Hero could find
himself currently entangled in. They will have to be dealt
with soon, whether he likes it or not.

Two of Swords:

Ace of Cups: You have just had an old debt repaid to

Three of Swords:

begin the game with 4 extra

Guilders.

Two of Cups: You have just discovered the location of
someone you loved, but whom you thought had died. Gain
a 2-point Lost Love Background for free.

Four of Swords: You

Three of Cups: You have just been awarded a medal for
an act of courage. You gain the Citation Advantage for free.

Four of Cups: You have recently earned a position
within the Church of the Prophets. You gain the Ordained
Advantage for free.
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recently, and have had to put forth
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J U d returned from a journey
you stopped in Eisen. Gain the

wc

a shady character, with a
rling. The local authorities
prove anything. You
riod of two years, you have
rison. You were arrested for being
you won. You receive the
t recovered from a serious
it. All of your Brawn
for the duration of the first Story.
est friend was slain yesterday by
have sworn to avenge him.Gain

Seven of Cups: There will be a time of great confusion
in your future. (Mistaken Identity 2)
Eight of Cups: There will be trouble with your family.
(Dispossessed 2)
Nine of Cups: Be careful when choosing your
confidants. (Rival 2)
Ten of Cups: Beware of a woman in a gray cloak.
(Nemesis 2)
Ace of Swords: You will meet your enemy in single
combat, and only one of you will walk away. (Nemesis 2)
Two of Swords: You will fall in love with a warrior.
(Romance 2)
Three of Swords: Avoid entanglements with the
children of vengeful nobles. (Hunted 2)
Four of Swords: Miracles do happen, as you shall see.
(Moment of Awe 2)
Five of Swords: Losing a duel does not mean that life
has to end. (Defeated 2)

ero’s future. They may
de in his past, or choices
ctions are all purposefully
out the specifics of how they
mething miraculous.
madly in love. (Romance 2)
refid what promises you make, and

Six of Swords: You shall have an undesired journey over
water. (Pressed Into Service 2)
Seven of Swords: Even the best plans can ,be foiled.
(Defeated 2)
Eight of Swords: You will come to owe a debt of honor
to an important woman. (Obligation 2)
Nine of Swords: You will become separated from your
romantic partner. (Lost Love 2)
Ten of Swords: Money will evade you. (Debt 2)

undergo a transformation.
to have loved and lost than never to
ess. (Amnesia 2)
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Skills

Acolyte Vows

Engineer (Civil)

You &e seeking a position in the Vaticine Church, or
another religious order. This may be an honor you have
waited your entire life to undertake, or a curse forced upon
you by a familial or social obligation. Regardless, you are
held to all the key tenets, values, and disciplines of the faith,
and are observed by your superiors, who will judge your
progress. The number of points you put into this
Background determines the complexity and severity of the
vows you have taken(the Vaticine faith is a 2-point
Background), as well as the power and influence of the
person or persons observing you.

Engineers are often hired by royalty to
a reality. Military
architecture are all planne
person with the Engineer Skill receives Arc
Basic Knack (it is normally considered Advanc

Basic Knacks
the barest mud huts to the grandes
know how to construct a building to spec
to direct other men in the task.

Drafting: Without a pl

Dispossessed
Someone has taken away your home and your lands.
Perhaps the Montaigne are occupying it. Perhaps Eisen
soldiers are squatting on it. Whatever the case, you want it
back. The number of points you put into this Background
determines how dangerous the thieves are, and how
impressive your holdings are. Until you recover your
holdings, room and board are no longer free, and you must
pay Yz of your monthly income towards rent and food.

designs. Drafting is the
head onto the page in

Mathematics: “Number
are sure that th

Advanced Knacks
Accounting: Use of this
and expenditures of a

Traitor
You had a moment of weakness. It could happen to anyone,
right? The money was just too tempting. Of course, now
they’ve got their hooks in you, and if anyone ever finds out
about your betrayal, you’re a dead man. The number of
points you put into this Background determines the power
of the people you betrayed, as well as how likely you are to
be blackmailed by the people you helped. On the bright
side, each point in this Background grants you an extra
starting 500G. Hopefully you’ll get a chance to spend it.

plenty of metal. This Knack is p
Castille and Montaigne, where ar
needed to wage the war.

such as gravity and in
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outrage the nobility, or call the people to arms. Your words
can turn beggars into kings or topple the most entrenched
tyrants. This Knack encompasses poetry, plays, and other
grieving practitioners
tenment. Someone

Advanced Knacks

duelist, and keep your blood where it belongs - in your
veins.
se flow as easily from your lips
poison. Oratory allows you to
more easily of the truth of any

,and those ideas can
t well win them.
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Mooch: With a combination of entertaining conversation,
hollow promises, and sheer audacity, you can convince
others to provide for your needs. Care must be taken not to
do this in one place too long, however, as even the most
flattering guest must eventually wear out his welcome.

Theology: Divine will is a difficult subject - everyone feels
that he’s right. You, however, have studied all the faiths
dispassionately, looking for correlations and unseen

195.1

connections, regardless of your own beliefs. You know who
they all pray to, how they worship, and how their daily lives
have changed because of it.

Cloak (Martial)
In the hands of a trainer fighter, the cloak can be more than
simply a decorative garment. It can serve nearly as a shield,
and can entangle an opponent. Its primary drawback is that
- unlike many other off-hand weapons - it cannot be used
to attack.

Basic Knacks

Castille is known as the home of the grea
ThCah. Although they are not as proficien
Eisen, in one-on-one combat, they are wit

e

Gallegos
Country of Origin: Castilie
Description: Also known as the “Thre

Pamy (Cloak): Parrying is the act of putting your cloak
between yourself and your enemies’ strikes. This Knack can
be used as Defense Knack while you have a cloak wrapped
around your off-hand.

Advanced Knacks

remain in the circle,
will. Overall, the stude
before he can become a

Entangle: Similar to an Eye-gouge, this attack is designed to
blind and confuse your opponent temporarily. In order to
use it, you must be wielding a cloak in your off-hand. You
declare that you are using Entangle, and then roll using this
Knack to attack. If the attack is successful, it inflicts no
damage, but forces your target to increase his next Action
die by 2, plus 1 for every Raise you made. If this increases
that Action die higher than 10, the Action die is discarded.

Whip (Martial)
While not often used in combat, a whip can still make an
effective weapon. It has a long reach, and its speed can give
it a slight edge over other weapons.

sweeping out with a li

effort as possible.
However, students of Gallegos become so used t
in this fashion that the
can move at all. Thus,
aimed bullet can often

Basic Curriculum
Swordsman K n

Basic Knacks
Attack (Wh$): Attack is simply the ability to hit your enemy.
See the Whip description in the New Equipment section for
other benefits.

mastered the First
receive one Free Raise when Par

Advanced Knacks
None. (See the Zepeda school, pages 97-98 for more
information.)
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increased to a 6 at the end of
u more likely to go first in the later
en your opponent is
nce he has mastered the Second Circle,

e attacker with a

Circle, the Master no
urmg a fight. His flashing
make him incredibly

e
borrows from both the
gh the Castilhans have
rsonality. The student
h hand, whirling and
,and leaving ruin
flair and color, dispatching
ey may be faced
r enemy before driving their twin
thrust.

ften become too exuberant. In
leave small openings in their defenses
can take advantage of.
cing
’arry (Fencinflencing),
:ing/Fencing), Exploit
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New Swordsman Knack
Whirl: An old Crescent trick taught to the Soldano family
many years ago, Whirl is a spinning attack designed to take
out multiple unskilled enemies at once. For each Rank you
have in this Knack, you may add 2 to your Attack Roll
when attacking Brutes. Thus, a Hero with a Rank 3 in Whirl
would increase a roll of 19 to a 25 when attacking Brutes.
Apprentice: Apprentices in the Soldano school are
trained to deal with large numbers of poorly trained
opponents - and to do so with style. Your off-hand penalty
is negated when using a Fencing Weapon in each hand. In
addition, at the start of each Battle, you receive a number
of Drama dice equal to your Mastery Level (Apprentice =
1, Journeyman = 2, Master = 3). These Drama dice, if
unspent at the end of the Battle, go away.

Journeyman: Journeymen of the Soldano school have
learned to marshal their strength for a single, devastating
attack. After you have inflicted damage on an opponent,
but before they’ve made their Wound Check, you may
spend a Drama die (including those generated by your
Apprentice ability, Double-Parry, or Tagging) to lower by 5
the number required for them to take an extra Dramatic
Wound. You may do this multiple times, reducing this
“Wound Threshold” as low as 5. For example, normally an
opponent must fail his Wound Check by 20 in order to take
an extra Dramatic Wound. By using this ability and
spending 2 Drama dice you can lower that number to 10 (5
times 2 Drama Dice).

Master: Masters of the Soldano school have learned to
thoroughly enrage and outwit their most dangerous
opponents. One per Round, at the start of a Round in
which you are engaged in combat with a Villain, you may
use an Intimidation action against the Villain without
spending an Action. Add 1 to the roll for each Brute you’ve
personally killed this fight and 5 for each Henchman. If you
win, instead of the normal Intimidation effects, you steal
one Drama die from the GM, plus an additional die for
every 5 you won the roll by.
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Torres

Rank 3 Side-step who rolled

Country of Origin: Castille

affect two Action dice with a succes
changing his Initiative to 4,4,and 8.

Description: Originally developed for bullfighting, the
Torres style makes use of a rapier in one hand and a cloak
in the other. The student uses subtle movements to draw his
opponent’s attention to the cloak, and then blindside him
with the rapier.

Journeyman:Journeymen of the

The Torres school is an extremely effective defensive style,
as the cloak and sword combine to form a wall of cloth and
steel between the student and his opponent’s blade. Masters
of the school are some of the most quick-witted and agle
men in the world.

Master: Masters of

However, the Torres style of fighting has very little power
when it comes to taking the offensive. While its students are
fast and nimble, they lack the penetrating force of an
Eisenfaust or Leegstra student.

Unlike other “Swordsman” Schools, Torres students do not
receive a free membersh$ in the Swordsman Guild. Instead, they
receive a free Rank in one of their Swordsman Knacks.

d

fast on their feet. When performing an
lower your Action dice a number of Phas
your Mastery Level.
quick-witted fighters
the world. When
Rank, you gain a +I
raises the maximum Rank your Wits can be
Thus, a Master of Torres can raise
with the Legendary Trait Advantage).

Zepeda
Country of Origin: Castille
Description: Students of the Zepeda
or a knife, the whi

Basic Curriculum: Cloak, Fencing
Swordsman Knacks: Double-Parry (Cloak/Fencing),

its cracking sting.

Tagging (Fencing),Sidestep, Exploit Weakness (Torres)

New Swordsman Knack
Side-step: Whenever you use an Active Defense successfully,

perform with the whip, not to
opponents with the promise of a r

you may lower your next upcoming Action die by your
Rank in this Knack. You may not make the Action die lower
than the current Phase. This Knack is the same as the Sidestep Knack found in the Athlete Skill in the Player’s Guide,
but it is considered a Basic Knack for students of the Torres
school.

Unlike other “Swordsman” Schools, Zepeda students do not
receive a free membersh$ in the Swordsman Guild. Instead, they

Apprentice: Apprentices in the Torres school have
learned the art of using their cloak to draw attention away
from their true movements. The off-hand penalty is negated
when you are using a cloak. In addition, your Side-step
Knack may affect one additional Action die for each of your
Mastery Levels (Apprentice = 1,Journeyman = 2, Master =
3) each time it’s used. For instance, an Apprentice with a
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Apprentice: Apprentices o
use the whip as a tool of intimi
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our whip, you may increase your TN
ur Mastery Level (Apprentice = 1,
aster = 3) for the rest of the Round. You
any times as you like. This bonus is of no
onents who are immune to Fear, and ends
our whip leaves your hand or becomes
as during a Bind). In addition, you receive
ur Attack Roll when using a whip.

Before they were driven away, the royal family of Castille
commanded the power of El Fuego Adentro, one of the most
destructive sorceries known. Flames leapt and swelled at
their command, they bathed in the fires of the mightiest
volcanoes, and the greatest could even create creatures of
flame. The sorcerers could be identified when using their
magic by tiny flames burning within their eyes whenever
they were controlling a fire.

Jonrneyman: Journeymen of the Zepeda school have

Even though the royal family was chased out of their palace
and many were killed, a few survived. Some of them seek
to redeem their family’s good name, while others sulk in
hidden places, waiting for their opportunity to take the
throne back from the Church and their “puppet king.”
Many are afraid to use their magic at all, however, since its
use is a death sentence if the Inquisition gets wind of it.

re versatile ways. You may

da school are greatly feared
u have learned to use your
t. For each successful hit that
you are considered to

d to an opponent, you have a

Heroes who take El Fuego Adentro usually hail from Rancho
Gallegos; it’s the only place in ThCah where they can
develop their skills safely. In addition, they must be careful
about when and where they use it, for public displays will
bring the Inquisition down on them like a sledgehammer (as
well as other parties, such as the Rilasciare and Rose and
Cross). GMs may require El Fuego Adentro Heroes to take a
%pointHunted Background to represent this.

Apprentice Degree: Heart of Flame
As an Apprentice sorcerer, you have taken the fire and

ncentrate, Extinguish, Feed, Range, Stunt

made it a part of you. Fire- and heat-based damage cannot
harm you, and any equipment kept in close contact with
you (such as worn clothing) is protected from harm as well.
You could, for instance, s w i m in the molten fires of a
volcano and it would feel like a soothing hot bath. In
addition, you can direct the movement of one fire within 10
feet. This fire will ignore winds, and move across water if
you will it (although it will be extinguished if you don’t use
the Feed Knack). More fires can be controlled over greater
distance with the Concentrate and Range Knacks.

Adept Degree: Hand of Flame
it of Flame
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Adepts of El Fuego Adentro can grasp fire in their hands as
though it were a solid object. They’ve been known to climb
roaring flames like a ladder or scoop up handfuls of fire to
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plus 1" more for each Mastery
earned (Apprentice = 1, Jo
Sometimes it can be faster simp
fire for you.

The Spark
Sorcerers of El Fuego Adentro c
can they cause a fire to grow
and combustible materials, jus
work with what already exists
keep it burning. Any time the fire leaves contact with a fuel
source, the Feed Knack must be used to prevent it from
going out.

The Knacks
Concentrate
This Knack allows
flame at a time. For every Rank
control one additional fire b

Extinguish
This Knack allows

hurl at their enemies. They're even rumored to have the
ability to cause flames to dance along their sword blade.
(See the Stunt Knacks for further details.)

Master Degree: Spirit of Flame
Masters of El Fuego Adentro have gained the ability to give
flame the semblance of life. Flickering birds of flame can be
sent to land on thatch roofs during sieges, and serpents of
flame can crawl down the backs of prisoners, more p W
than any lash. (See the Stunt Knacks for further details.)

The Limits of El Fuego Adentro

Fire Movement
Although fire under the control of a sorcerer can defy wind
and water, it cannot move very quickly. A fire being
directed by a sorcerer can only move 1" on the Action map,
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thought. The sorcerer
the damage of one
Rank in this Knack. (See the GM
rules.) If this brings the
extinguished. This
Rank in this Knac
another sorcerer to combat thi

Feed
By using this Knack (no Action
keep a fire burning without any
the moment he directs a fire
dies out. However, this Knack
life force to feed the fire. The Feed
from diminishing in size until the ne
die of damage the fire would
should've been put out, SUC
water), the sorcerer takes 2 Flesh
damage is reduced by 1 for
must test against this damage
which he suffers at least 1 new
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nk 3 in this Knack uses it on a
t burning. This inflicts 6 Flesh Wounds per
has a Rank 3 Feed Knack, he on4 takes 3
e. However, if something happened that
re (the person on fire dives into the water),
12 Flesh Wounds per Phase to keep it
be reduced to 9 by his Rank in this

For instance, an Adept with Rank 4 in this Knack who
rolled a 17 for his Damage Roll with a Flaming Sword
would add 8 to his roll, increasing it to a 25. This Knack
infhcts 6 Flesh Wounds to the sorcerer at the start of each
Round, and may be cancelled at any time. The Feed Knack
can be used to absorb some of this damage.

Hurl Fire
Required Mastery Level: Adept

ws a sorcerer to extend the range at which
abilities. Without this Knack, a sorcerer can
but with it, he can affect
in this Knack (to a

ows him to perform
eping a sword aflame during a
urchased and increased
cannot purchase a Stunt
is at least as high as its

The sorcerer spends one Action to reach into a roaring fire,
pick up a handful of fire, and throw it at an opponent,
hoping to set him on fire. The Range on this attack is 5 +
(2 times Brawn) with no penalties to hit, and the Hero rolls
Finesse + Hurl for his Attack. Should he successfully hit, the
attack d c t s one die of damage, plus one more per
Mastery Level of the sorcerer, and is immediately
extinguished (the tossed fire cannot be kept burning with
the Feed Knack). This h a c k inflicts 2 Flesh Wounds to the
sorcerer each time it is used, but the Feed Knack can be
used to absorb this damage.

Fireflies
Required Mastery Level: Master

1 Flesh Wound in
onditions using normal
eel, etc.) The severity of
rer’s Rank in this

ong wind.
ight rain.
der, or medium rain.
e tinder, or heavy rain.
r weather conditions.

blade into a fire, using his magic
m the heat, and to keep the flame
e sword to add the sorcerer’s
k in this Knack to its Damage.
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The sorcerer spends three Actions and suffers 1 Flesh
Wound to create a 10’ by 10’ cloud of living “fireflies” from
a fire at least one die big (reducing the fire in size by one
die immediately; see page 200 of the Game Masters’ Guide
for details). The Flesh Wound suffered when creating the
fireflies will not go away (even after suffering a Dramatic
Wound) until they are killed by immersion in water, or
dispelled by their creator, which can be done at will. These
creatures can be controlled by their creator and resemble
burning embers of flame floating on the wind, but don’t
need to be maintained with the Feed Knack. Any creature
caught in the cloud suffers 1 Flesh Wound of damage every
Phase unless wearing heavy clothing or some other sort of
protection. The fireflies can move up to 3” or 1 Level on
the Action Map per Phase. A sorcerer can have one cloud
of fireflies in existence at a time for each Rank in this
Knack.
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Flame Serpent

fire (a Rank 4 Explosion made of frre)
Doing so causes it to extinguish itself utt

Required Mastery Level: Master

The sorcerer spends five Actions and suffers 3 Flesh
Wounds to create a serpent of fire from a two dice or bigger
fire (reducing the fire in size by two dice immediately). The
Flesh Wounds suffered when creating the serpent never go
away (even after suffering a Dramatic Wound) until it is
killed by immersion in water, or dispelled by its creator,
which can be done at will. The creature can be controlled
by its creator without a die roll. The serpent’s Traits are
considered Rank 3, but it cannot be harmed except by
immersion in water. When it hits, its target suffers one die
of damage for each Rank in this Knack its creator had at the
time of its creation. This diminishes by one die after each
hit until the serpent is reduced to zero dice, at which point
it is a tiny wisp of flame that crawls away to recuperate
(requiring an open flame, which will restore it at the rate of
one die per Round of immersion in flame, up to its original
maximum). A sorcerer can maintain one flame serpent in
existence for each Rank in this Knack he has.

Castillian Accent

(0 Points,

Firebird
Required Mastery Level: Master

The sorcerer spends ten Actions and suffers 5 Flesh Wounds
to create an enormous and strangely beautiful bird made of
flames from a four dice or bigger fire (reducing the fire in
size by four dice immediately). The Flesh Wounds suffered
when creating the firebird never go away (even after
suffering a Dramatic Wound) until it is killed by immersion
in water, or dispelled by its. creator, which c d
be done at will. The firebird’s wingspan is
approximately 40 feet. It can be controlled by its
creator without a die roll. The bird’s Traits are
considered Rank 3, but it cannot be harmed
except by immersion in water. Historically,
Castillian sorcerers used firebirds as steeds,
carrying them up to 50 miles a day for each
Rank in this Knack their creator possessed at the
time of creation. One passenger can be carried
for each Rank as well. The Firebird’s touch does
not burn, but it can explode in a huge ball of

Vodacce
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language chart, below.

Gallegos: This acce
Gallegos. It has a great
Empire, and as a result, its
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are considered a bit unusual bv

tern languages are easier for the people
while northern languages are more

Aldana Blade (3 Points)
The Aldana blades are light and flexible, excellent for quick
strikes and rapid parries. When found in the hand of a
skilled swordsman, an Aldana blade is almost as dangerous
as a Soldano. A n Aldana Blade is a 2k2 Fencing Weapon and

allows you to lower one of your Action dice by one at the start of
each Round.

Gallegos Blade (3 Points)
Gallegos blades are well-balanced and durable. They can
be bent nearly double and will spring straight again. A

Gallegos Blade is a 2kZ Fencing Weapon and ad& 2 to any
Attack Rolls made with it. In addition, 5 is added to the TN of
any attempt to break a Gallegos Blade.

Soldano Blade (6 Points)

d away kom the mother language,
rasies that confuse other
f these is the tendency to

much of their time in study,
for free. They are also able
Z5dan more easi& However,
it hard for them to learn

The fine Soldano steel is forged by the best Castillian
blacksmiths into blades of truly exceptional worth. These
swords hold an edge longer, are harder to break, and are
better balanced than most others. A Soldano Blade is a 2k2
Fencing Weapon that adds 2 to any rolls made with it. This

includes Attack Rolls, Damage Rolls, Parry Active Def nses,
and any Swordsman Knacks that involve Fencing. In addition,
5 is added to the TN of any attempt to break a Soldano Blade.

Torres Blade (3 Points)
The Torres blade is known for its extraordinarily keen edge.
This allows the blade to cut deeper and do more damage
in general. A Torres Blade is a 2k2 Fencing Weapon that adds

3 to any Damage Rolls made with it.

Zepeda Blade (2 Points)

B
every Castillian knows, the finest blades in the country
rovince. Of course, it might be
Soldano are the most Kcorrect”in
can be no doubt that Castille is the
bladesmiths. A Hero may onb buy

tillian Blades. Castillians receive a Iif they purchase a blade from their
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Zepeda blades are generally considered to be the least
valuable of the Castillian blades. Although they are lighter
and sharper than a typical sword, they pale in comparison
to the magdicent Soldano blades. A Zepeda Blade is a 2k2
Fencing Weapon that adds 1 to any Attack or Damage Rolls

made with it.
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Castillian Squire (7 Points,
Cast illians)

6 for

Great heroes of Castillian legend are often remembered as
much for their faithful squires as for their valiant deeds.
Often, a deep friendship will form between master and
servant, resulting in a much more beneficial relationship
between the two. A Castillian Squire is a Henchman with

Rank 2 in all Traits, and 20 HP that the player may distribute,
subject to the same limitations Heroes during creation. In
addition, the player may choose three Civil Knacks that the
Squire has at least one Rank in to be the Squire’s “Knacks of
Expertise.” Whenever the Squire is assisting the Hero in an
activity using one of his Knacks of Expertise, his master may
add one Rank to his Knack for the roll. For instance, if
Research is one of Ramon’s Knacks of Expertise and he is
helping his master, Rodriguez, search a librav for a specific
book, then Rodriguez gets to add one Rank to his Research
Knack for this roll.

Extended Family
only)

even in the wilds of

consult the chart be
Frequency number listed next to the nation J

member in the Sam

more about alcalde.

( 5 Points, Castillian
the benefactors of a miracle ar

You can always expect a hot meal and a place to stay from
your family, not to mention the occasional bit of assistance.
Moreover, they’ve spread to every corner of ThCah, so that

Miracle Dice

Extended Family Chart
Nation

Frequency
anything the GM desires, reme
no physical evidence of interven
example miracles are describ

as bad as ever, but the bleedinp sl
no longer impeded by them
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Winning a Public Duel
him a push that may help him succeed.
failed an important roll, this Miracle die
rama dice that are added to the roll.

a miraculous event
allow him to cheat death for a little while

W a i n attacks the Hero, thk Miracle die
ks. In addition, the
und are discarded.

A Hero who engages in a duel of honor in front of at least
three witnesses who aren’t involved in the duel can expect
his Reputation to go up accordingly. For a duel to first
blood, the Hero receives 1 Reputation Point for every
Reputation die his opponent has. His opponent then loses
the same number of Reputation Points. In a duel to the
death, the Hero receives 2 Reputation Points for every
Reputation die his opponent had. His opponent is, of
course, no longer worried about his Reputation, so he
suffers no penalty (other than death).

austed his last reserves of

N e d 2quipment
Don. You have lost your lands
aged to salvage most of your
y, until the Montaigne are beaten back,
er source of income, so you are forced to

living. Should the war be won,
our lan& and become a full

Cloak
A Hero wearing a cloak in combat can remove it in order
to use it as a sort of makeshift buckler, but this requires the
Cloak Skill to do effectively. Cloaks never inflict damage in
combat, but they can be used to entangle an opponent,
unlike a buckler. A cloak costs anywhere from 1G to 10G,
depending on how fancy it is.

Powder Magazine

z Action
Action is particularly appropriate
it may be performed anywhere.
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A powder magazine is a pre-measured container of
gunpowder designed to make reloading firearms and
artillery both faster and easier. When a powder magazine is
used during the reloading process, it takes 5 fewer Actions
to reload a firearm and 10 fewer Actions to reload a piece
of artillery. A powder magazine for a firearm costs IG,
while one for a piece of artillery costs 5G.

195.1

Whip
A whip is a long lash, often made of rawhide. A whip is a
one-handed weapon that uses the Whip Skill for attacks,
and inflicts Okl damage, but its wielder’s Action dice are
considered 1 lower when attacking, and 5 is always added
to the wielder’s Initiative Total. A whip costs 2G.

In order to build a permanent fortification, determine what
Fortification Rating you want the structure to have, and
consult the chart below. First round off the Rating to the
next lowest whole number (such as 3) then consult the line
below that to see how to arrive at your final total. For
instance, Rodriguez is building a fortress with a Fortification
Rating of 3.4, so he look at the chart to discover that a
Rating 3 fortress takes 30 days, and 22,500G to build. For
each 0.1 he wants to go above 3, he must expend an
additional 4 days and 1,500G. So, for a 3.4 fortress, it will
take him 46 days (30+16) and 28,500G (22,500+6,000).

This is the cost and time in a best case scenario with a truly
skdled engineer. Naturally, things might not work out that
way in practice. To simulate this, the lead engineer must roll

Fortifications
Fortif. Rat.
1
+.I up to 2
2
+.l up to 3
3
+.l up to 4
4
+.l up to 5
5
+.l up to 6
6
+.l up to 7
7
+.l up to 8
8
+.l up to 9
9
+.l up to 10
10

Time
0
1 day
10 days
2 days
30 days
4 days
70 days
8 days
150 days
16 days
310 days
32 days
630 days
64 days
1,270 days
128 days
2,550 days
256 days
5,110 days

cost

OG
1,OOOG
10,OOOG
1,250G
22,500G
1,500G
37,500G
1,750G
55,000G
2,000G
75,000G
2,500G
lO0,OOOG
5,000G
150,000G
10,000G
250,000G
25,000G
500,000G

+1

10
+1
20
+2
40
+3
70
+4
110
+5
160
+6
220
+7
290
+8
370

12, which added to
succeed at the TN
31,50OG, and curses

If you quit early, the fo

a Wits + Architecture or Wits + Drafting check against the
fortress’ TN (in the case of Rodriguez’ fortress, this would
be 20 + 8, or 28). If he succeeds, then the current time and
cost estimate is correct. If he fails, the time and cost
increase; check the chart for the modifiers to cost and time
in the first step (+4 days and 1,500G, in this case). The
engineer rolls again, this time adding the total of his last roll
to his new roll. This continues until you either quit, or the
engineer succeeds at a roll.

the highest it could have succe
rolled. So, if Rodriguez ha
fortress would have had a
was the highest he could beat). Ob
can meet the TN with one more
interest to do so.

So if Rodriguez’s engineer rolls a 15 the first try,
construction time and cost goes up to 50 days and 30,00OG,
respectively. The second roll is a 9. Added to the previous
roll, the total is 24. Still not good enough, so time and cost
are up to 54 days and 31,500G. Luckily, the third roll is a

rebuilt.
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The messenger’s steed galloped through La Selva de
Fendes, along the fastest road to Altamira. He would
approach from inside the forest, past the Hunting Lodge
and directly into the lands of the de Cordoba family.
Strange; he had never heard of such a family before.
Suddenly, the trees above the road erupted downward, and
the messenger’s horse reared up and dumped him into the
soft, damp earth. All around him, he could hear animals
darting away; he wasn’t sure if they were startled or scared.

Ibal.

Uy twisted the thin ornamental
rs and waited for the tell-tale
nearby bookshelf. Smiling to
out of sight and retrieved the small
rear wall. Inside were
nature and ownership, including a
AndrCs sealed the scroll with
the mark of the High King
called for a messenger. “Take this to
doba in the port city of Altamira with all
e most direct route; I’ve indicated directions on
e utmost importance, and
d later, leaving AndrCs to
ssage would reach its
mething had to be done about Don
ily. Cardinal Verdugo had duped
execute the patriarch in
d honorable names of his family,
track them down and lull them to
ot reveal what he had overheard in
hallenging the Cardinal
ha
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ene. Someone legendary...

A figure loomed above him, perched upon the branches
over the forest road. He wore a flowing outfit of purple and
black beneath a wide and flat sombrero with expensive
stitchmg. His cloak lay on the ground, where it had landed
after spooking the horse. And his face... his face was a mask
of pale white, decorated with a smile that leered like a
madman, grinning from ear to ear. El Vago.
The messenger had heard stories about the legendary hero,
but never expected to meet him in person. By the time he
registered that he was witnessing El Vago, the spectre was
already upon him,rapier’s point pressing at the man’s heart.
A second hand gripped another blade, shorter but more
durable than the first, which he held ready to strike.
The messenger held out the scroll, making sure the seal of
the Crown was visible in the moonlight streaming between
the thick canopy above. “For you, for Castille, for all...” he
repeated the phrase as Aldana had instructed him.
Upon hearing the identdymg phrase, El Vag0 lifted his
rapier away and sheathed his second blade, takmg the scroll
from the shivering messenger. Then, retrieving his cloak
from the middle of the road, the Vagabond stepped into the
brush, vanishing as if he had never been there at all,
The messenger stood, brushed himself off, and started back
to Altamira. If he was right, the city was only a few miles
away, and he could be there by first light.
Perhaps he could even find a new horse.
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no matter how removed - as

Which brings us to
intermarriage within the nation, Castil

her cousin’s. They all deman
and defense. This clannish adherence to la fam
Castillian culture intact through the centuri
become a vital part of her national identity.

Passion as a
La Familia
A Castillian’s defining passion is his family. They forged him
into the person he is today - providing him with the values,
faith, and tradition that he uses to measure everythmg he
encounters today. They are his strength, supporting him in
times of trial. And they are his closest friends, celebrating
his challenges and victories as if they were their very own.
Castillian families are large, and every member is equally
important. Third cousins twice removed are just as worthy
of a Castillian’s support as a full-blood brother, mother, or
son. Everyone is included in family discussions and
festivities, and - by the same token - everyone is expected
to pull their share of the weight when things get tough. If
the family has a farm, each member will have chores to
complete, but each will also receive an equal slice of the
profit when they’re done.
The concept of extended family, the responsibilities that it
conveys, and the benefits that it offers may be difficult to
grasp in this modern age. With the advent of the nuclear
family (mother, father, and 2.5 children), many players may
find the premise of treating a distant cousin like a brother
or parent unsettling. As a Castillian Hero (especially one
who with the Extended Family Advantage), you should
simply focus upon treating every member of your family -
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Castillians not only feel passion
passion as a way of I@. They re
were their last., fully indulging in the
life offers. A Castillian
unequaled zeal, from defe
fields. There is something to
matter how mundane, and
accept these little lessons wherever they are found
When playmg a Castillian He
every challenge in the
are not single-minded, nor are you
threatening chances to satisfy your passion,
have decided to perfo
you should do so with
muster.

Time and again, Castille has been betrayed by presumed
friends, who steal her
as well. It is only n
ulterior motives of o
them currently occupies their
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trying, as the influx of extra-

NPC Secrets
This section contains the secrets of the characters in the
Hero chapter that we felt were too sensitive to give to the
players.

an army), the same is not always
nations; to do otherwise would be

Brawn: 2
Finesse: 3
Wits: 4
Resolve: 2
Panache: 3
Reputation: 103
Background: Assassin (3)
Arcana: Propitious

Aduantages: Castillian (R/W), Avalon
n designing a group of
Catillian Heroes can easily

0,0,

0,
Montaigne

ThCan
Castillian Accent (Aldana), Castillian
Education, Connections (El Vago), Noble, University
Courtier: Dancing 3, Diplomacy 4, Etiquette 4, Fashion 3,
Gaming 2, Oratory 3, Politics 4, Scheming 2, Sincerity 3
Merchant: Scribe 3
Scholar: Astronomy 2, History 4, Law 3, Mathematics 4,
Natural Philosophy 3, Occult 2, Philosophy 3, Research 3,
Theology 3
Commander: Leadership 2, Logistics 1, Strategy 1, Tactics 2,
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 2, Parry (Fencing) 2
Rider: Mounting 3, Ride 4, Trick Riding 3
Rules for the “Assassin” Background can be found in the

Montaigne sourcebook, page 79.

ading now. This section of the book
tended for the GM only. Ignoring
ess surprises for you during the
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Sandoval still believes that his brother will return and
become king, freeing him from his imprisonment. He’s
really just marking time until then, doing only what he must
to hold the country together. He considers himself a
pretender to the throne and secretly agrees with the
Church‘s refusal to grant him the Rex Castillium title. While
the war keeps him busy enough, he longs for the day when
he can become a mere advisor like he’d always planned.
Should he ever realize thatJavier isn’t coming home, there’s
no telling what he’d do. It could be the impetus he needs to
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step out of his brother’s shadow and become his own ruler.
It might also be the straw that finally breaks him.
Sandoval doesn’t either of his advisors, but he recognizes
the wisdom in their words and tries to use them as best he
can. The longer he serves, the more adept he becomes at
shaping their advice to suit him.

a while, some whisper
he fought side-by-side
assassination attempt o
to Los Vagos is absolute. While m
between him and the Vag
them otherwise. His hones
of doing that.

0,
Montaigne 0,
ThCan
0,
Castillian Accent (Aldana), Castillian Education,

Advantages: Castillian

Connections (Commoners), Membership (Swordsman’s
Guild) (Los Vagos), Noble, University
Courtier: Dancing 3, Diplomacy 5, Etiquette 4, Fashion 5,
Oratory 5, Politics 4,Scheming 3, Sincerity 5
Scholar: History 2, Law 3, Mathematics 2, Philosophy 2,
Research 1, Theology 2
Spy: Conceal 3, Cryptography 3, Disguise 4,Shadowing 4,
Stealth 4
Aldana (Master): Exploit Weakness (Aldana) 5, Feint
(Fencing) 5, Riposte (Fencing) 5, Tagging (Fencing) 5
Athlete: Break Fall 2, Climbing 3, Footwork 5, Leaping 3,
Side-step 3, Sprinting 3, Swinging 4,Throwing 2
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 5, Parry (Fencing) 5
Riding: Animal Training 1, Mount 4, Ride 5, Trick Riding 4

5, Paper Maker 3, Research 5

Advantages: Castillian

Even compassionate men can keep a secret, and Aldana has
the biggest in Castille: he is a founding member of Los
Vagos. The advisor keeps tabs on the royal court for El
Vag0 and ferries important information to the vigdante
when it comes up. He has also participated in numerous
clandestine activities for the organization, topped by the
dramatic rescue of a kidnapped university headmaster. For
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0,
Montai

4,Seneschal 5, Unobtrusive 4

Javier is a member of the Rilasciare. Th
a group of radical Guerrillas from bur
to cinders. An argument erupted
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that as many people as possible reach Theus’s arms safely.
He truly believes in the justness of his actions, and the more
power he has, the more easily he can continue his good
work. At the moment, the only things between him and
absolute control of CastiUe are Good King Sandoval and
the execrable A n d r C s Aldana.
his rancho. With thousands of

He lacks the ability to move against the royal family openly,
but hasn’t let that stop him.He had Prince Javier removed
because the heir apparent demonstrated some dangerously
open-minded ideals. He had hoped to do the same with
Sandoval, but El Vag0 has repeatedly thwarted his efforts.
Worse, Sandoval has proven more difficult to control than
he anticipated. With Aldana whispering soft lies into the
king’s ear, Sandoval cannot always be counted on to do the
right thing. Verdugo tries not to let it bother him.Sooner or
later, El Vag0 will falter or the king will see reason. Either
way, the Inquisition wins.
There is nothing supernatural about Verdugo’s visions; he is
not being manipulated by any sorcerer or Syrneth entity.
People see what they want to see, Verdugo more than
anyone.

th, Indomitable Will,

Arcana Lecherous
uette 5 , Fashion 2, Gossip 4,

0,
Montaigne (R/w), ThCan
0,
Castillian Accent (Zepeda), Castillian Education,

Advantages: Castillian

f ruling Castille, but not for the
mporal power to him is simply a
erested in saving souls, ensuring
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Commission (Lieutenant), Dangerous Beauty, Membership
(Swordsman’s Guild) (Los Vagos), Noble, Scoundrel,
Zepeda Blade
Courtier: Dancing 3, Etiquette 3, Fashion 2, Mooch 5,
Oratory 2, Seduction 5
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Spy: Conceal 3, Disguise 4, Shadowing 4,Stealth 5
Athlete: Climbing 3, Footwork 4, Rolling 3, Sprinting 3,
Swinging 2, Throwing 2
Commander: Ambush 5, Artillery 4, Leadership 3, Strategy
2, Tactics 3
El Fuego Adentro (Adept): Concentrate 4,Extinguish 4,Feed
4,Range 4, Stunt 4
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 5, Parry (Fencing) 4
Wh$: Attack (Wh~p)5
Zepeda (Journeyman): Bind (Whip) 4, Disarm (Whip) 5,
Tagging P p ) 4,Exploit Weakness (Zepeda) 4
Riding: Ride 4
El Malvado does indeed belong to Los Vagos, or rather, he
did. Don Lorenzo de Zepeda was accepted into the secret
company of heroes before he joined the Castillian military.
He served loyally as a hero of the people for many years
until the murder of his hometown unhinged his mind. His
crusade against the Montaigne is personal and obsessive;
Lorenzo will stop at nothing to destroy everyone responsible
for the tragedy at San Juan.

(Swordsman’s Guild), Noble, Small

Pilot 5, Rigging 3, Sea Lo
Captain. Ambush 3, Cartography 4,
4,Leadership 5, Logistics 4, Strate
Scholar: Astronomy 4, History 3,
Philosophy 2, Research 2, Theology
Aldana (Journeyman): Exploit Weakness
(Fencing) 5, Riposte (Fencing) 4,Tagging
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 5, Parry (Fencin
Firearms: Attack (Firearm

Given his penchant for killing, Lorenzo is no longer
recognized by Los Vagos. In fact, they are actively hunting
him.But so far, they have been styrmed by his formidable
Admiral Orduiio disli
ability with El Fuego Adentro. His skill with fire magic is
considers Cardinal Verdugo nothing more than an
entirely unique. He had never trained, even though his
Gallegos mother had the blood and knew how to use it. His
latent abilities awakened when he entered the flaming
courtyard at San Juan, and have grown exponentially ever
instant.
since. Today, Lorenzo (or “El Malvado”, as he has taken to
referring to himself) is a near-literal force of nature; he
wields one element as his own, and is driven by a torrential
force stronger even than the madness that consumes him...
hate.
Lorenzo was not scarred by fire, as the tales insist. His new
abilities ensured that no fire could ever harm him again.
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Background: Fear (Heights)

o), Castillian Education, Combat Reflexes,

macy 4, Etiquette 4, Fashion 3,
Politics 3, Seduction 4
story 2, Law 3, Mathematics 3,
ess (Aldana) 4, Feint
otwork 5, Leaping 3, Side-step 4,

aid of heights, a condition resulting
child. She refuses to climb the ship’s
her life depended on it.
Castille has allowed her

y her father and Enrique know the

Brawn: 4
Finesse: 5
Wits: 5
Resolve: 4
Panache: 4
Reputation: -43
Background: Hunted
Arcana: Overzealous
Advantages: Castillian (R/W), Montaigne (R/W), ThCan
0,
Vendel 0,
Vodacce (R/W), Castillian Accent
(Soldano), Castillian Education, Connections (Many),
Extended Family, Linguist, Membership (Invisible College,
NOM), Noble, Toughness, University
Scholar: Astronomy 5, History 3, Mathematics 5, Natural
Philosophy 5, Occult 4, Philosophy 4, Research 5,
Theology 4
Servant: Accounting 3, Etiquette 3, Fashion 2, Haggling 3,
Menial Tasks 3, Unobtrusive 5
Spy: Bribery 3, Conceal 4, Disguise 3, Forgery 3, Poison 3,
Shadowing 5, Sincerity 4, Stealth 4
Athlete: Climbing 3, Footwork 5, Leaping 3, Side-step 5,
Sprinting 4, Throwing 3
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 5, Parry (Fencing) 5
Soldano (Master): Double-parry (Fencinflencing) 5, Exploit
Weakness (Soldano) 5, Tagging (Fencing) 5, Whirl
(Fencinflencing) 5
Valroux (Journeyman): Double-parry (Fencin-fe)
5,
Exploit Weakness (Valroux) 4, Feint (Fencing) 4, Tagging
(Fencing) 5
Kn+: Attack (Knife) 5, Parry (Knife) 5, Throw (Knife) 4
Alvara Arciniega is negotiating with the Vendel and
Vodacce trade leagues for sorcerous objects and knowledge.
He’s particular interested in the blood of magic-wielding
nobles, which he uses in alchemical research. Alvara firmly
believes that alchemy changes those who practice it and
seeks scientific proof of his beliefs. He hopes that the
production of distilled “spell-like” effects will aid the
underground scientific movement.
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Unknown to even his closest associates, Arciniega is a
mastermind behind the secret society known as Novus
Ordum Mundi. He inherited this mantle from his mentor
and early scientific sponsor, Don Iselo Arciniega de Aldana,
a Castillian royal whose family had controlled NOM for the
last three hundred years. Alvara runs NOM through dozens
of proxy commandants, each of whom is empowered to
administrate a segment of the group’s operations, and
unaware of the others.

Brawn: 2
Finesse: 2
Wits: 5
Resolve: 3
Panache: 3
Reputation. 56
Background: None
Arcana Creative

organization, he has suspici
if he wishes, he could cause the College
damage. His age and faith make
impenetrable, however. There are
teacher will never impart.

Brawn: 2
Finesse: 4
Wits: 3
Resolve: 4
Panache: 5
Reputation: 60
Background: Nemesis, Rivalry
Arcana: Courageous
Advantages: Castillian (R/W
Castillian Education,
Miracle Worker, P
Aldana de Castillo

Advantages: Castillian (R/w), Montaigne (R/W), Vodacce

0,
T h b a n 0,
Castillian Accent (Soldano), Castillian

Education, Faith, Membership (Invisible College),
Ordained, University
Merchant: Calligrapher 5, Cooking 3, Scribe 5
Priest: Diplomacy 3, Mooch 4, Oratory 5, Philosophy 4,
Theology 5, Writing 5
Scholar: Astronomy 4, History 4, Mathematics 5, Natural
Philosophy 5 , Occult 5 , Philosophy 4, Research 5 ,
Theology 5
Spy: Conceal 3, Cryptography 4, Forgery 3, Shadowing 1,
Sincerity 2, Stealth 2
Streetwise: Scrounging 4, Shopping 3, Socializing 3, Street
Navigation 3, Underworld Lore 4
Firearms: Attack (Firearms) 2
Garcia is an active member of the Invisible College, using
his position to smuggle out vital experiments before the
Inquisition gets ahold of them. He has published several
highly touted scientific papers anonymously through the
College, and plans to release “A Need For Doubt” the same
way. Though he only knows two other members of the
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Gaming 3, Oratory 4
Performer: Acting 3, Animal Training 4,Sm

Knife: Attack w e ) 3, P
Rider: Mounting 4,Ride
Whip: Attack (Whip) 5
Alicia has no secre
- a fierce matador
and the first female to enter the sport makes an
unprecedented target. The “accide
engagements are being caused
hired by the others, who hope
profession. Much to their dism
intimidated.
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Though he is unaware of them, Wandering Knight Salvador
(Luis’ name among other Knights) has been under
surveillance by the Invisibles since his early days with the
Order (they were preparing for his secret training when the
Montaigne army invaded).
Today, the Invisibles continue to track his progress, seeking
a time when they can approach him about returning to the
order. This can provide Gamemasters with any number of
adventure hooks; perhaps the Rose and Cross secure the
PCs’ services to test Luis in some manner, or help him
reinvigorate his sense of valor.
xes, Dangerous Beauty,
Member (Rose and Cross, Swordsman’s
se & Cross), Rose and Cross Vow,
Weakness (Aldana) 5, Feint
, Tagging (Fencing) 5

Lastly, the sword buried with Luis’ adopted parents is an
ancient Castillian artifact, born in the chamber of El Fuego
Sagrado (page 17). If recovered, the weapon adds one Rank
to any one of the wielder’s El Fuego Adentro Knacks (the
weapon only affects one of the five El Fuego Adentro
Knacks at any given time; the wielder’s other Knacks are
unaffected),

3, Fashion 2, Oratory 2,
rk 5, Leaping 5, Side-step 5,
ry (FencingKnife) 5,
t (Fencing) 5, Lunge

,

t Aid 3, Quack 1, Surgery 3
g) 5, Parry (Fencing) 5
arms) 3, Reload (Firearms) 3
4, Parry w e ) 5, Throw (Knife) 4
Climbing 3, Knotwork 2, Rigging 2,
thematics 2, Philosophy 2, Research
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N e d Monsters
Castille is a very civilized nation, and monsters aren’t nearly
as common as they are in, say, Eisen. However, there are
creatures in the mountains that were left behind by the
practitioners of El Fuego Adentro, and the Castillians have
bred some truly ferocious bulls for their arenas.
Two types of creatures have been deliberately left vague:
the mysterious members of Los Nublados and the sinister
force haunts the Forest of Fiends. GMs are free to create
whatever explanation they wish for these phenomenon,
using them as springboards for adventure or leaving them
as vague warnings not to venture too deeply into the
wilderness. Some mysteries are never solved.
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Fire Mountain
Villain
TN: 5
Brawn: 1
Finesse: 1
Resolve: 1 (see Special Abilities as well)
Wits: 1
Panache: 1
Attack Roll: 5k2
Damage: 10k5 Punch
Skills: None
Description: An ambitious fire mage once progressed
far beyond the mastery of his peers, and delved into secret
rituals long since forgotten. Gathering a series of rare
materials (including a ruby the size of a hen’s egg), he
trekked up the side of an enormous mountain, and spent
several days working his magic. When he was done, the
ground shook, steam geysered out of the earth, and molten
lava oozed from countless new-formed cracks. The sorcerer
was nowhere to be found he had transformed himself into
a living volcano. However, the ritual was very taxing, and
before he could test his new status, he fell into a gentle
slumber lasting almost 300 years. He has only recently
awakened to survey his surroundings.
The fire mage has become an incredibly powerful creature,
but he is no longer really human. Those things he once
strove to attain - power, immortality, and companionship no longer hold any attraction for him.Instead, his sole
purpose is to protect the flawless ruby that has now become
the repository for his life force. It rests in a hidden cave in
the mountain he inhabits, unseen by human eyes. He will
pursue it to the ends of the earth if need be, for destroying
the gem is the only way to kill him. Most of the time he
sleeps within his mountain, but if aroused or angered he
manifests himself as a forty foot tall man made of fire.

For purposes of attack, it takes a TN of
has a Brawn of 1 and a Resolve of 1.
fire mage is killed. Intact, th
10,OOOG to the right buyer. S
fetch up to 250G.

Bull
Villain
TN: 15
Brawn: 6
Finesse: 2
Resolve: 3
Wits: 1
Panache: 2
Attack Roll: 3k2
Damage: 8k2 Gore, or 8k4
Skills: None
Description: Castillian b
toughness, strength, and
even a little too slow in getting out of the
up again. Of course, this
much more famous and

Special Abilities: A
to perform a Gore for
Actions (only one o
Phase) to Charge. A Hero hit by a C
Wound Check suffers one Dramatic
additional Dramatic
roll by.

Special Abilities: The fire mountain’s form is immune
to all forms of damage, including immersion in water (it
only boils away the water and makes him mad). In addition,
anyone hit by his attack is set on fire with a Cdie flame (see
the Traps rules in the Gamemasters’ Guide, page 200).
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Map Locations:
1. La Trinedad Cathedral
2. Arciniega University Amphitheater
3. Castillian Army Garrison

4. La Vengaza Bullfighting Arena
5. Vaticine Guard Stations
6. Guild of San Marcos

7. Government District
8. Rancho Reyes Sandoval

9. Hunting Lodge
10. Road south into Rancho Soldano
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Captairis Cabin
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Castillian Duelist
Traits
Brawn

Fmesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

Advantages
2
3
2

2
2

Gallegos School

(25)

Castillian Accent (Any) (0)

Castillian (Fpv)

Thkan 0

Castillian Education

Noble
Roving Don

(1)
(0)
(10)
(5)
(3)

Arcana: Arrogant

Civil Skills
Courtier
Dancing 1, Etiquette 1, Fashion 1, Gaming 2, Mooch 2,
Oratory 1

Streetwise
Socializing 2, Street Navigation 1, Scrounging 3,
Underworld Lore 1

Martial Skills
Athlete
Climbing 1, Footwork 3, Sidestep 1, Sprinting 1,
Throwing 1

Fencing
Attack (Fencing) 3, Parry (Fencing) 3

Gallegos School
Feint (Fencing) 2

Income: 6000 G starting, 0 G/
month, -50 G per week until your
lands are reclaimed
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Castilkan Mountaineer
Advantages

Traits
Brawn
Finesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

2

castillian
(1)
Castillian Accent: Gallegos (0)

2
2
3
2

Keen Senses
(2)
Membership: Merchant Guild (4)

Arcana: Courageous
Background: Hunted

(2)

Civil Skills
Hunter
Fishing 1, Skinning 3, Stealth 3, Survival 2, Tracking 2,
Traps 3

Merchant
Cooking 1, Furrier 3

Martial Skills
Athlete
Climbing 1, Footwork 2, Sprinting 1, Throwing I

Fencing
Attack (Fencing) 3, Parry (Fencing) 1

Firearm
Attack (Firearms) 3

Knife
Attack w e ) 2, Parry (Knife) 2

Wrestling
Grapple 2, Head Butt 1

Income: 3k2 x
per month

3 G starting/3k2 G

b
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Castillian Scholar
Traits
Brawn
Finesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

Advantages
2
2
3
2
2

Castillian (R/w)

(1)
(0)
Castillian Accent: Any (0)
Castillian Education
(10)

Thcan

0

Faith

(5)

Ordained
Miracle Worker
University

(5)

(4)
(1)

Background: Obligation ( 1)

Civil Skills
Courtier
Dancing 1, Etiquette 2, Fashion 2, Oratory 2, Gaming 1

Merchant
Calligraphy 1, Scribe 2

Priest
Oratory 2, Philosophy 2, Writing 2, Diplomacy 1, Mooch
1, Theology 3

Scholar
History 2, Mathematics 3, Philosophy 2, Research 3,
Astronomy 2, Law 2, Natural Philosophy 2, Occult 2

Servant
Etiquette 2, Fashion 2, Menial Tasks 1, Unobtrusive 1,
Accounting 1, Gossip 1, Haggling 1

Martial Skills
Firearms
Attack (Firearms) 1, Reload (Firearms) 1

Income:
month
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90 G starting/30 G per
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Castillian Soldier
Traits

I

Advantages
3
3
2

Brawn
Fmesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

2
2

castillian

0

(1)

Castillian Accent: Any (0)
Academy
(4)
Commission: Corporal (2)
Extended Family
(5)

Arcana: Victorious

Civil Skills
Courtier
Dancing 1, Etiquette 1, Fashion 1, Oratory 1

Streetwise
Socializing 2, Street Navigation 1

Martial Skills
Athlete
Climbing 1, Footwork 2, Sprinting 1, Throwing 1

Commander
Strategy 1, Tactics 2

Dirty Fighting
Attack (Dirty Fighting) 2

Fencing
Attack (Fencing) 3, Parry (Fencing) 3

Firearms
Attack (Firearms) 3, Reload (Firearms) 2

Knve
Attack w e ) 2, Parry (Knife) 1

Poleamt
Attack (Polearm) 2, Parry (Polearm) 2

Income:

2G starting / OG per month
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